


Bristol 173 Helicopter
Length of fuselage 3g in. Price 2/tl

No. 181

Volkswagen
Length 3 flr In. Price 2/6

No. 110

Aston Martin DB3S
Length 3 ft in Price 3/3

No. 735
Gloster Javelin Delta

Wing Span 3« in.

Wing Fighter
Price 2/6

No. 260
Royal Mail Van

Price

No. 131

Cadillac Eldorado Tourer
Length 4ft in. Price 4/6

Length 3i in. V'

No. 626
Military Ambulan

Length 41 in. Price 6/11

Telephone Service Van
Length 2£ ir>. Price 3/3

No. 162
Ford Zephyr Saloon
»gth 3fl in. Price 3/-

No. 190
Caravan

Length 4 in. (excluding tow bar) Price 3/11

All prices include Purchase Tax

MADE BY MECCANO LIMITED
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Hornby-Dublo Goods Train Set EDC 19

Roiling Stock included in the
EDG 19 Tank Goods Set

The new EDG 19 2 6 4 Tank Goods Train
Set is now ready, and an excellent set it

is. It comprises the EDL 18 2-6^4 Tank
Locomotive and (our of the most recently

introduced items of rolling stock D1
Tank Wagon 'MOBIL,' D2 Double Bolster

Wagon. D1 20-ton Tube Wagon, D1
Ventilated Van and the D1 Goods Brake
Van B.R. (L.M.R.).

Price £6.17.6 (Inc. Tax)

I
D1 Ventilated Van

D1 Tank Wajon 'MOBIL

Made m England
Meccano Limited*

Bmns Road,
Liverpool 13.
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Untfttea/6ric&S thxonar

You can build Houses, Garages, Railway
Stations, Fire Stations, or from
own imagination. Buildings can

permanent, or dismantledr

soaking in water and the bricks

again and again,

BRICKPLAYER KIT 3—26/-

BRICKPLAYER KIT 4—48/9

BrickpJayer Farm Kit—58/3

your
be

merely

sory Kit 3a which converts Kit 3

into Kit 4—26/-. Extra bricks, roofing,

windows and cement are available.

Do you know that you can win prizes of £21, £10 10s. and £5 5s. and a

number of consolation prizes in the grand BRICKPLAYER Contest?

At good toyshops, hobby shops and departmental stores. If your dealer cannot supply, write for address of nearest stockist to:

W. SPEAR & SONS LTD. (Dept. M) MIDDLESEX

St. Mjwm, Cornwall

ILFORD FILMS FIT ALL POPULAR CAMERAS
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THE THUNDERSTREAK
One of Revell's many
realistic, easy-to-
assemble, plastic scale
model kits.

W

We it ouselves"

s|c77ie famous REVELL Snivel Display Stand

for mounting planes in flight or landing

position is included with each Bomber or

Fighter Kit.

You, too, can assemble this super-realistic scale model that will stir

your imagination • . just one of the many equally exciting Revel I

model kits to build yourself: Bombers; Fighters; Battleships; the atomic

submarine 'Nautilus'; Old Time and Modern Streamlined Cars; Coaches,

etc. Each one a step towards a selection of wonderful plastic models

that you can create.

THE WORLD FAMOUS

€astj to Assemble

Obtainable from-

A L L GOOD TOY SHOPS, HOBBY SHOPS AND DEPARTMENT STORES
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PHYSICS
Chemists and Physaci^ts are normally recruited to the Company's Siaff direct from the University.

However, in a limited number of cases the Company is willing to help those not going to a University
hut who have a good "G.C..E." lo become qualified Physicists or Chemists by means of Apprenticeship.

I

Apprenticeships in Applied Physics are designed to give practical training in development work
concerned with electronic valves, stuch as igniirom, thyratrons, and magnetrons; svith insulations; with
tamp research; with semi-conductors; and with many entirely new materials.

Apprenticeships Chemistry offer training and experience tn the analysis of a wide variety o(

ferrous non-ferrous, and organic materials.

The parallel academic training which is an integral part of the course normally lead- to the Higher
National Certificate in Applied Physics or Chemistry, A few suitably qualified Students in Applied Physics

(advanced level G.C.E.* may follow a Sandwich Course operated in conjunction with the Northampton
Polytechnic (London) in order to satisfy the academic requirements of the Institute of Physics.

Visits to the Laboratories where most of the practical training is given are welcome by prior

appointment.

Similar training schemes arc available in Engineering*

Prospective candidates for entry m September, 1957, should apply for full particulars mentioning
this publication to:

ffiE Manager, Education Dipar imknt (M h

THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON CO
Member of the AE1 group of companies

• RUGBY
A5I19N

ild boat and be proud of
•

•

You can do a splendid craftsmanlike job with the

Marine Motor and Che Streamlinia Hull*

i

i

i

i

Streamlinia

I

Write to-day to
Bassett-Lowke (or

"Model Shipping and
Engineering Cota-
logue". a manual of
great help to the

model e g i ne e r.

Price 2/6.

I

I

I

I

I

I

The "Streamlinia" Motor Boat Hull is carved from seasoned timber
and finished painted ready for final finishing coat. It will carry plant up
to 61 lbs., is designed for speed and is suitable for steam, electric or i.e.

drive, Excellent for radio control. Length 3 ft. 3 in. f beam 8 in,, price
£9 14s. Od.
Also Propeller Shaft £1 8s, 9d* Rudder £f 4s. Od, Flagstaff and socket
(fore) Iff each (aft) 6/ each.
Bollards 1/ each. Set of 2 sheets of drawings of the hull lines in 3 scales

10/ .

The Marine Boat Motor is an ideal power unit for this model. Operates
on 2*3 cell dry batteries in series or on 6 volt accumulators. Well suited
for radio control work, as it can be polarity reversed. Price £2 17s, 6d.

18-25 Kingswell Street. NORTHAMPTON
LONDON SHOWROOMS: 112 High tfolborn, W.C.I MANCHESTER SHOWROOMS: 28 Corporation Street. 4
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What would happen to

the enamel on your

bicycle ifyou left it in the

depthsofan African rain

forest , . . exposed it fur

days on end to a tropical

sun ? Would the paint-

work fade ? Would it

peel, baring the metal to

rust and corrosion ?The

answer is no if the

bicycle is a Triumph.

The enamel for your

Triumph is sampled

regularly...subjected to

ultra-violet "sun-rays'

and heavy atmospheric

moisture as severe as a

jungle climate. When
you buy your new
Triumph, you know the enamel can endure this killing punishment.

You know, too, that every moving part of the Triumph must be

able to pass other scientific tests more gruelling than a Ufetim

normal cycling. You'll own a bike that's not only good-looking, but

tough—and reasonably priced through big production. See your

cycle dealer and put a Triumph through its paces. You'll see how

all that testing sets itfar ahead of ordinary bicycles.

THE 'JUNGLE - TEST
Here Triumph parts under-

go a continual spray of rain

moisture and endure ultra-

violet rays that would fade

inferior enamels.

Palm Beach ToUrtSt The very popular lightweight touring cycle with

Duntop 'White Sprite* tyres and 'AirseaF tubes, while cet-

DEPOSIT
j fafoid mudguards* kitbag, tools etc., all fitted as standard.

and 38 weekly payments
,
£17.7.6 inch P.T. Indispensable extras for the cycling enthu-

,
siast: Sturmey.Areher 3-speed gear £2.5.10. Sturmey-Archerof 10 2

j 'Dynohub* hub lighting £116.4.

The New

has science behind it

A PRODUCT OF RALEIGH INDUSTRIES LTD • NOTTINGHAM
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WARNE
1957 Edition

THE OBSERVER'S BOOK OF

AUTOMOBILES
By U A. MANWAKING

Foreword by STIRLING MOSS
The new up-to-date edition or this popular
describes and illustrates 102 makes from all parts
the world. With 254 photographs, 53 drawings

badges and 90 line sketches, 5s. net

of
of

BILLYS
COUNTRY HOLIDAY

By D, CUNNINGHAM
Illustrated by LESLIE ATKINSON

Billy was a London boy f but he longed to live in the
country- On holiday a gamekeeper teaches him many
of the secrets of nature that he sees about him.

Illustrated. 6,v. net

From Booksellers

1-4 BEDFORD COURT, LONDON W.C.2

FOR GARAGE OR
WORKSHOP

FRACTIONAL HORSEPOWER

AX. OR D.C.

BTH motors and associated control

gear are second to none in

and proved performance.

Types and sizes are available to suit

any application.

THE

BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON
k'QMPAHT UMITiO. AUCI1T, ENGLAND

Member ofm tfw A£J (rw(t *f cvwpanfu
A4568

Me ccano Motors
drive Meccano Models

F

Meccano Magic Clock-
work Motor. Non-
revarsibts. Specially in-

tended for drivino small

models built from Outfits

Has. 00 to 5 Price 61

Meccano No. 1 Clock-
work Motor. Suitable for

driving many of the larger

models. It is fitted with
reversing mechanism.

Price 18?6

-

h

Meccano No. E20R«s>
Electric Motor, A power-
ful 20-volt motor wr h re-

versing mechanism. Fitted

with Radio and TV
interference suppressors.

Price £1.13,6
MADE

Meccano No. E020(s)
Electric Motor. A sturdy

20-volt no n- reversing
motor of the enclosed type.

Fitted with Radio and TV
interference suppressors

Price £1.7.8

MECCANO LIMITED

Pacts include Tax

BOY'S FUTURE
There start

with scientific and
mechanical interests than
munerative career

re-

Radio
O fTice r Merchant

ncies are now available

e training

upwards leaving

youths o
grammar

secondary schools with credits

Mathematics a n d English.
Apply for prospectus and details

positions available, salaries,

etc.,

THE LONDON TELEGRAPH
TRAINING COLLEGE LTD.
(The Premier Wireless College)

Dept. MM., Morse House, 20 Penywern
Road, Earl's Court, LONDON S.W.5

Est. 61 years Tel.: mantle 8721
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THIS
MAGNIFICENT
TRUE-TO-SCALE

MODEL OF THE NEW

\%

B.O.A.C
BRITANNIA 1 '

Wonderfully detailed model;

produced in collaboration

with B.O.A.C.

Bristol Aeroplane

Complete Kit of 58 pieces,

including handsome display-

stand Moulded in high-duty

polystyrene, wS

interlocking.

Measures 17f in t span, 14i in*

long, with revolving wheels

and propellers.

transfers, and ample cement
(in separate pocket).

illustrated leafletwith detailed

instruction. Multi-coloured

box

A Product of The Lines Bros. Croup of Companies

INTERNATIONAL MODEL AIRCRAFT
LTD., MERTON, LONDON S-WJ9
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CT/CAL WAY
of learning RADIO • TELEVISION • ELECTRONICS
AMATEUR S.W. RADIO • MECHANICS PHOTOGRAPHY • CARPENTRY, etc.

IVC Vw Experimental outfits and lesson manuals sent on enrolment remain
the student's property. Tutor allotted to each student for personal tuition
throughout the course.
In radio and television courses, specially prepared components are
supplied which teach the basic electronic circuits (amplifiers,
oscillators, detectors, etc.) and lead by easy stages, to the
complete design and servicing of modern radio and T/V
equipment,
THESE PRACTICAL COURSES ARE IDEAL AND MAY BE
TOURS FOR MODERATE COST
Fill in the coupon to-day for a free Brochure, There is no obligation whatsoever
Courses with equipment enable you to design, construct and service
2-scage radio equipment 2-itage T.R.F. circuits — •

•

Test Panel -

l

Television equipment* Workshop
Oscilloscope -5 valve 3-wavehand superhet circuit

SUBJECTS INCLUDE:— Radio Electronics Television Equipment Mechanics Che
Photography Electricity - Woodwork
Wave Radio - Oscilloscope

• Electrical Wiring Draughtsmanship
also many other Home Study Courses without

COURSES FROM 15/- PER MONTH

Art
istry

Short
equipment*

INSTITUTES
Associated with "HM.Vr
Marcontphone, etc t etc*

The only Home Study

College run by o World*

wide industrial

organisation.

|E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. I97X. London, W.4

NAME l+m • #+§* + ••*-» I* - i ... f^^H-IMr-iHrinif "-*»--lM - 1+**""'M llWI+t -iiMlhinniLii.^

I

I

I

ADDRFSS
iifmnifi 1 »*r*> i tapMi || | f. , i -

i i irini i ii +»,

|Subiect(s) of interest „B

I (We shall not worry you with cotters)

141* Ml LU.S1. - „..

(JULY)
AGE
(if under 21) ICflf

fc= j
j~-

rA*J
*•

. .::-: .:•-:-: niilmZ*Zt~T
_ «

Ift
.w _.

r_ i

•*>_ -r
.

-_• r/i
.ft.

-*»i-

PHOTOGRAPHY
especially with a super

CORONET CAMERA
AMBASSADOR

i

illustrated

freeWrite

PHOTOGRAPHY

ook

FUN"

You can Dismantle it—Just like

the real thing! Made up from 63
standardised pans

—

all replaceable.
Shan drive. Universal coupling. Ackcrmann-typc
steering. Floating rear bogie. Rubber lyres.
Powerful Spring Drive. Comes readv assembled.

•

fVpt 18 COiONCT LTD SUMMER L*N« IllMlMGNAM if

TWO FOR THE PRICE

ASK YOUR
DEALER TO SHOW
YOU THESE

WONDERFUL
MODELS

'

DYSON 8-TON
TRAILER

Attaches to rear of the
FODEN LORRY.
dismantles in the *0/Q

EACH

And

same manner.

OF ONE!
RAILWAY WORLD
MODEL RAILWAY
CONSTRUCTOR

THE TWO FOR 1/6

2/-

1/6

Write Now: DEPT. MM
ABBEY-CORINTHIAN GAMES CO

LONDON S. W. 1

CRICKLEWOOD BROADWAY
LONDON N.W.2
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No.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Standard

Standard

Standard
Converting Set

Converting Set

Converting Set

Converting Set

OBTAINABLE FROM
LEADING STORES AND TOY SPECIALISTS

Manufactured by PLIMPTON ENGINEERING CO. LTD.. LIVERPOOL CVS-49
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GAUGE io ROLLINC STOCK

Four more re-designed
Hornby Goods vehicles

are now available. They
are illustrated here.

No, 50 Tank Wagon
Manchester Oil Refinery

Re-designed Base
New Brake Lever

nlet Cap
Die-cast Buffer Beams
Die-cast Tank Ends

New
New
New
Re-designed Tank
Price 7/4

No, 50 Tank Wagon

—

Shell Lubricating

Re-designed Base
New Brake Lever

Inlet Cap
Die-cast Buffer Beams
Die-case Tank Ends

Oil

New
New
New
Re-designed Tank
Price 7/6

No. 50 Low Sided Wagon with
Insulated Meat Container

Re-designed Base
New Brake Lover
New Die-cast Buffer Beams
Price 7/6

No. 50 Low Sided Wagon with
Furniture Container

Re-designed Base
New Brake Lever
New Die-cast Buffer Beams
Price 7/4

Prices include Purchase Tax

MADE IN ENGLAND
BY MECCANO LIMITED

BINNS ROAD, LIVERPOOL 13
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Retired Lighthouse

\ lighthouse is a wonderful seaside
light at night

of
holiday attraction,

is always exciting,

you whu

during your summer
even more seaside will rightly admire

visit lighthouses
by the

wonderful
thrilling to climb the spiral stairway to towers and the highly efficient mechanism
the lantern itself.

*

that sends the ravs of the lamp across the
I could fill pages with a
of the lighthouses round

the shores of the British Isles

tod ay-

would
but none of these

one
s\ i rpass

shown
in interest the

in my pic

although this has one strange
distinction— it is a retired

lighthouse! It is the historic

structure John Smeaton built

on Eddystone Rock, off
P 1 y n I f » u t h, and it is a
wonderful tribute to the skill

and courage of this pioneer
that when his lighthouse
became unsafe—there was
nothing wrong with it as a
structure; it was the rock on
which it was built that was
giving way all Imi lis stump
was carefully dismantled and
re-erected on Plymouth I foe,

as a memorial.
Construction of the

lighthouse began years
ago, but was not completed
until 1759. Work of this kind
is not so easy as putting up
a building ashore, where it is

not threatened by rag in
And 200 years ago

The upper part of Smeaton'* Eddystone Rock lighthouse now stands

on Plymouth Hoe, and is seen In this picture. The stump is still to

be seen on the rock, a monument to the great engineer who built this

famous lighthouse. Photograph by F, Bunce.

But if you have the opportunity to

ouse. von will be
the tackle available was \ ry primitive in

comparison of that in use today, while visit Smeaton 's

experience of lighthouse building on doubly fortunate, for there you will see a

isolated rocks was lacking. One of the notable example of the work of our British

two lighthouses 1 lilt on Eddystone Rock pioneer engineers,

before Smeaton 's was washed
storm, and the other, not

, away in a
much more

substantial, was burned out. Both were
of wood.

317
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Monkey
Ho

By

The Editor

The Monkey Hole was cleared in

this way because an entirely new use

has been found for it— the testing of

structures such as masts and
towers. These must be able to resist

the of the wind, which of

course can vary from a gentle zephyr
to a howling and engineers

HPHE Monkey Hole is deep and dark. It

building structures of this kind must
have some system of testing the

calculations they make when designing

them. The only way to make such
tests is to attach ropes horizontally to

the structures at various heights, and
to apply forces through the ropes to

represent wind pressures. It is not
easy to do this in the open, because there

and other factors1 got its name from a story of days gone natural wind pressures

by of an Italian organ grinder who used to complicate matters. The ideal is to rind a

entertain men working in the quarry, for completely protected place, where the
engineers carrying

reckon onlv with
that is what the Monkey Hole once was.

From its top the organ grinder dangled a

rope on which his monkey would perform through their ropes

tricks. One

out the tests have to

the forces they apply

the rope broke and the The need for a testing station for these

monkey was killed. This ended the tall structures was realised by Stewarts and
performances, but the name has stuck Lloyds Ltd., the well-known makers of

steel tu lies and other
products, and their

first efforts were
devoted to finding a

suitable site within
reach. Members

ever since.

This remarkable
quarry is

limestone
in the

district
near Wirksworth in

Derbyshire, and it is

as remarkable for its

disused atInside the Monkey Hole, a disused quarry
Wirksworth, Derbyshire, seen in the picture at the

head of the page, there Is now a station at which
towers, masts and other tall structures can he

tested, as explained in this article. Photographs by

courtesy of Stewarts and Lloyds Ltd. ni the Stall who
shape
name.

as for its

From the

were familiar with
the limestone

atpictures on these pages you can see that its quarries worked by the company
Wirksworth soon recalled the one known

Hole, and as soon as it was
the' rocks. On entering it through the cleft examined it was seen that it was ideal, for

it is found to have a floor about 100 ft. long except to a limited extent through the

are almost vertical, and that it can
only be entered through a narrow cleft in as the I

and 50 ft. wide, and its sides tower up to a narrow entrance, the cannot blow

of about 1 50 ft. The floor is now
clear and level, but many thousand tons of
height upon

There
the structures to be tested.

is another reason whv such a

debris have Urn removed from it, and it is protected site was suitable for testing tall

actually 10 ft. lower than when the structures. This is that there is no dilticulty

quarrymen abandoned it, in finding points lor anchoring pulleys in
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the rock face of the quarry so that ropes
from the test points on the tower itself

could be led horizontally to them. Tests
could be carried out on open ground only
if two other towers of similar height were
erected to provide the loading points.

Alter clearing the site the first thing
to be done was to lay down a universal

type of concrete base to which towers of

different varieties ioulc.1 be fixed. Loads
up to 30 tons will be required for some
tests, so the anchorage points at different

levels had to l>e made very secure. In a
test in which an increasing force was
applied to the type of anchor selected,

th< eve of the anchor broke when a direct

pull of 94 tons was exerted on it, but the
anchor itself gave no sign of having been
disturbed in its rock setting. This clearly

left a good margin of safety.

The loading at each point was obtained
by a pull of 5 tons, which was multiplied

by the usual arrangements of multi-
sheave blocks, as required, up to the
maximum 30 tons. Special winches had
to be designed to apply the loads.

are equipped with gears designed to keep
the speed of movement of the rope very
low, the rate

minute, so
about 1 ft. 3 in. a
loads are applied

The way into the Monkev Hole, the rock walls of which arc
about 150 ft. high.

slowly in the tests. There are 12 winches,
one for each of the ropes to the test tower passing over pulleys to the loading points,

which number 12 Each has a 2 h.p.

motor, running at 960 r.p.m., but the
main drum makes Only half a revolution
a minute because of the special gearing.

The building in which the winches are
installed is opposite the entrance to the
quarry, and a general view of them is given
m the lower illustration on this pa
There are dials to indicate the loads applied
at each of the 12 selected points. Others
show how much the structure under test

has moved at various points. This
deflection measurement is carried out on
wires attached to the structure that pass
over pulleys and down into tubes standing
on the quarry floor. Weights in the

cs keep wires taut and a slot in

the tube allows a rough indication of
the movement to be measured against
a scale at the side. The is

Winches that pull on the ropes that apply forces to

towers under test.

measured more accurately by electrical

means, which are so sensitive that move-
ment of a twentieth of an inch is detected.
The main operator has a microphone

through which he can give directions and
an emergency "Stop Everything" button,
which cuts off power to the winches. Two

cr operators control the winches by
means of buttons, which must be held

down all the time the winch is operating.
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Assault on the Far South
e Antarctic in the International Geophysical

By Frank Nlingworth

ear

"PHKRIf will be more explorers and in the polar regions, the temperate zones
1 scientists in the Far South these next and tropics, in jungles, deserts, prairie

months than at any time in the history and swam
of Antarctic exploration. Eleven countries mountains

and on and
as on the ice-caps of

havt sent expeditions. The White
11

wilderness" will be dotted with 46 "bases. the

three of them at the Pole; while
4 •

base

the Arctic and the Antarctic.
The main research centres on

ice-caps .of the Antarctic are already
established, and even now
icebreakers flying the Hags
of Britain, Ausiralia,
New Zealand, South Africa,

the U.S.A . the U.S.S.R.,

Norway, France, Japan,
cntina and < hile are

heading t h rough grinding

pack ice towards the frozen

cliffs of Antarctica with men
su

The
ies.

* 4 opens this

month, and will last until

May or so of next year.

Before it closes many
dramatic tales will have
emerged from the Far South.
Perhaps our men will emulate
Admiral Richard Byi 1, who
came upon a bare hni

dating back 40 years and
yet still intact, its nails

The John Biscoe II, the second of her name, in pack ice in the Antarctic.

She has been employed in supplying British International Geophysical
Year bases. Polar Photos,

bearing no trace of rust, its

food supplies frozen, and a
husky standing stiffly at the

door looking as alert as it

did four decades ago.

Perhaps great mineral

camp types" pore over microscopes and deposits will be found, dramatic scientific

through telescopes, two small, tough discoveries made, intriguing geological

parties of Britons and New Zealander* will questions answered. For certain our men
be making a dramatic 2,000 mile dash will experience winds that can flatten

across the Antarctic Continent via the buildings, the dangers of ice-cap travel and
South Pole, and literally thousands of fearful cold— 110 degrees and more of frost'

Americans w ill be swarming over the They will also lay the foundations of new
everlasting ice by air and in weird-

tracked vehicles.

The reason for this "massive assault

on Antarctica is the International against lean years.

Geophysical Year, referred to in short as

civil trans-polar air routes, and
too of vast tn-the-ice-cap natural
refrigerators for storing world food supplies

The new civil air routes will be the first

I.G.Y. Forty nations will take part in this practical results of the International

"simultaneous, planned, co-ordinated Geophysical Year. Just as the shortest

operation" under the direction of routes between Europe and
are via the Far North, so the shortestVice-Admiral Sir Archibald Day, R.X.,

whose co-ordinating offices are in Brussels. routes between, for example, Australia and
I.G.Y. research centres will be established South America lie over the South Polar
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Continent. Canadian
Pacific Airlines
recently extended their

services to Buenos Aires

"with a view to new
Australia-South
America services via

the Far South* ; and
the French are
building two major
airstrips in the
Kerguelcn
in the Antarctic, (or

new Africa-South
America services via

Ircraft

Urctic
Australi

* * bottom of the

w i *

comprises twelve ships

8,(H >(j-ton naval icebreakers

including

The Soviet
Union's I.G.Y. base
in the Australian

sector of the
Antarctic handles 4-engined aircraft, for International Geophysical Year
aerial mapping, with the range to reach

Australia and return to the Antarctic—or

fly on towards North America. The
United States Operation Deepfree. > includes

48 ( ilobemasters, Skymasters and Dakotas,

a major airbase on the Ross Sea south of

New Zealand and another at the South Pole

four

four

thousand men, of them scientists

The Commonwealth's contribution to the

I.G.Y. is even more spectacular than that

of the United for it includes the
C o m monwealth T r a n s - A n t a r c t i c

itself. In fact Operation Deepfreeze will be Expedition, which will cross the Antarctic

tru- est single undertaking in the Continent via the South Pole on the

longest,

undertaken
toughest ar journey ever

Led by I)r. Vivian Fuchs from the new
base on the Weddell and by
Sir Edmund Hillary from the New Zealand
base on the Ross Sea, on the far side of

Antarctica, the expedition's members
will follow a scientific schedule while

they struggle across 2,300 of ice.

untrodden, unmapped, unseen, subject to

as intense cold as can be experienced
outside a scientific laboratory, testing the
thickness of the ice cap every 20 miles by
ex ing charges!-> and measuring the
time it takes the echo to bound back from
"bed rock", and carrying out a meticulous
scientific programme.
The British effort will also include the

maintenance <»t twelve exploration and
scientific bases, two of them flanked by
600 miles of grinding pack ice, the same
"pack" in which the British

the U.S.S.R. is takin
Antarctic, and here

part in the present activities In the
an icebreaker from that country.

Polar Photos,

ion

ship I heron was trapped last year.

British scientists at these far awa\
outposts of the International Geophysical
Year are probing such phenomena as

magnetism, the Aurora—the "li-Jvt" that

flashes and weaves across polar skies in

sheets of colour—the ionosphere, cosmic
rays, airglow, gravity, seismology. In
fact, while the trans-Antarctic parties are
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making the fu'M map ol the surface ol The and thought in aiteet raclin reception

Antarctic (Continent beneath its 10,000-ft Also to be undertaken is the study of

thick crust of ice,
f V -men

• >

will be light refraction. There's an Alice in

trying to discover, for example, if ozone, a Wonderland touch about the weird things

kind of oxygen, affects the weather. If that happen to one amid the white snows
they prove that the blanket of ozone in the at the bottom of the world, as the members
upper atmosphere DOES atfect the weather, of Commonwealth Expedition under
it may be possible to forecast accurately Sir Edmund Hillary and Dr. Vivian Fuchs

will already have discovered,

None is so weird as the ' 'white darkmss
of an Antarctic summer's day. White
darkness occurs when the sky is overcast.

*

The clouds, scientists say, cause an
it'accumulation of im prist ined

between earth and sky like the
accumulation of heat in a greenhouse"
which causes visions to be drowned in

"absolute whiteness,
the human eve is little better

light and results in

to w eye is

adjusted than to darkness."
In the Far South refracted light plays

ducks and drakes even with the penguins
witness the story told by Swedish

explorer Bertil Ekstrom. One day he was
looking absentmindedly at a penguin
when the bird suddenly grew to the size

of a man and stood looking at him like

some sque shirt-fronted waiter.

Meteorology is one of the subjects for study during the

Internationa! Ccophyskal Year. A member of the staff

of the British base at Marguerite Bay, Graham Land, is

seen here taking readings of temperature, wind direction,

etc. Polar Photos.

That knocked the smile off the Swede's
ever-smiling face! He could have been
excused from wondering for a moment if

a prehistoric penguin had come to Hie,

for explorers had recently found the

skeleton of a 6-foot penguin. But before

he could rub his eyes the bird was back
to its right proportions!

similar happened to Paul
Siple. chief scientist of an American
expedition. When surveying an ice shelf

two miles from his tent-camp he noticed
unusual—most unusual; the

Something

something
tents resembled conical

with the aid of ozone measurements.
The Aurora too will be closely studied

'sera A
small cloud drifted across the sun and in a
twinkling the tents disappeared,

Dr. Sipie had an idea. He dropped to one
radio reception, and at the time of writing knee and immediately, from this new angle

it is reported that they are to be of sight, the tents sprang back into view

It is thought that these polar lights affect

photographed every
12-month

minute throughout a like huge pyramids. When he rose the\

using a cine-camera vanished again. And when he turned back
looking vertically into the centre of a to his surveying his tripod had disappeared!

convex spherical mirror, an arrangement Refracted li^ht will tling a range of

gives an almost complete pictui- mountains across the glaring white of the

of the whole sky. Antarctic's 10,000-foot-high ice cap
By going to the polar regions it will be mountains that are not there—as was

possible to make a continuous and detailed proved to a party of British explorers in

study of the Aurora. In January 1957 a the Antarctic a few months ago.

large radar aerial made at Jodrell Bank \lso to be studied is the question: "Can
research station in Manchester was we hope to broach the mineral wealth of

landed at the British base in Vahsel Bay, this vast, frozen continent?" The answer
on the Weddell Sea. This will make it will probably be, "Not for a long time

—

possible to track the electric current perhaps decades." But undoubtedly
known to accompany the polar lights tConrinuuJ on page 366)
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Waverley
Station

Scenes

an a run on

First Inter-City Diese

By The Editor

There are various ways into
this temple of trains—I can
think of at least six—and you
can see plenty before you
enter, from outside and from
above, as it is by
several bridges. This latter

feature is unusual at a big
station, but arises here from
the situation of Waverley,
which is literally in a ravine
dividing the "Id town ol

Edinburgh from the new one.
I will say more about this

later.

Aberdeen leaves Waverley behind
This illustration and those on tin

The 2.15 afternoon express for

No. 60510 -Robert the Bruce."
opposite page are from British Railways (Scottish Region

Photographs.

Wave is not a palace of

Official
cold concrete. Stone, mature
and dignified, is the material
that you will find there, and
inside the main booking hall

HAVE known Waverley Station in you are not allowed to forget that thi:

Edinburgh for quite a long time and was the Headquarters of the former North
British Railway, for the coat of arms of

company is worked out in colour in

fine cover of this issue, which was
prepared with the help of British Railways
(Scottish Region provides me with an each of the lour corners ol tin* mosaic-like

opportunity of talking about this

station, the largest in set in

floor. This has been well worn by the feet

of many thousands of travellers since the

heart of the Scottish Capital. It also station was built about 60 years ago, but
allows me to sav something about the is plain to see

new lnter-city diesel trains, for one of

these is seen on the cover.

Although Waverley is a terminating

Trains with famous names use Waverley,
among them the old-established Flyittg

Scotsman, the Oiteen of Scots, and the more
point for trains from here, there and recently named Heart of Midlothian, the

almost everywhere, it is not a dead-end Elizabethan and Talisman services.

A good way to start observations is to set-

terminals back to back, with outer the up Flying Scotsman leave for London
station. Rather can it be considered as
two
through lines served by two very long at 10 a.m
platforms, or as an enormous island, with When I first knew Waverley it was an
bays let in at either end. Although open station, and there was usually a small
extensive, it is laid out almost in straight uowd of enthusiasts to see the train

lines east and west, so vou soon learn to depart, in those days behind one of the

your way about it. North Eastern Atlantic engines that to
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me then seemed the last word in

b< auty. Nowadays one has to

a platform ticket in order to

power
have

et alon

steel - built box - car - like S.N.C.F, van,

lettered On loan to Southern Region that

stood in one of the Eastern bays on on

and see the engine, and on a recen toccasion , of my previous visits. It wa> certainly a

before the start of the summer services, long way from its temporary owner's

I found No. 60124 Kendworth, a Pepper
corn Al Pacific waiting

to take the train away.
ft had 13 vehicles behind
the tender, some of them
in maroon livery and

tracks and further still from those of its

with the latest B . R
emblem. The whole train

looked extre

a u d the
sin

engine
althoughimpressive,

somehow lacking what 1

i call the Oreslev
thetouch familiar in

earlier Pacifies.

The Scotsman left from
the eastern end of one of

the through plat forms.

No. 1. Their length is

such that two complete
trains can be accom-
modated, one behind the

other. Almost as soon

as
gone

the Scotsman
on e of

had
bays

The "Heart of Midlothian'* leaves Waveriey for the South in charge of the

impressive Al Pacific No. 60160, "Auld Reekie," an appropriate revival of

the title of an N.B. Atlantic.

at the eastern end saw
the departure of the 10.5 a.m., now named parent French system

:r ^ via theThe Waveriey, for St,

Waveriey route to Carlisle, and soon after

another London train, this time for King's

Cross, also left.

Like most big stations, Waveriey handles

a considerable traffic in parcels, and so

on bav platform lines and other tracks

It would not do to leave the inside of

Waveriey without seeing the southbound

Queeu Scots, tli familiar Pullman

service leaving Edinburgh at 12 noon.

So I saw it run in from Glasgow, headed

by A4 class No. 60012 Commonwealth <

Australia. This engine came oil and very

there is frequently a tine collection of soon another Gresley, but non-streamlined,

and other vans to No. 60100 Spearmint, took over the seven-miscellaneous
appeal to t he

bogie
rolling stock enthusiast. car train, made

One that I hardly expected to see was a cars Sheila,

up
Sihu

of the three first-class

and Phyllis in the

An Inter-city dicsel car train of the type used between Edinburgh (Waveriey) and Glasgow Queen Street).
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The boy who
know* all about
it, and some of
his friends,
subject this
lightweight diesef

car to close
examination
at K e i g h 1 e y.
Photograph by
W. Hubert

Foster.

cen with a second and a brake second r arc the tracks, fanning out and
at each end of the t^roup. Like the proud interconnecting as they approach the

Pullmans, the engine too was smart and station

clean and Parted awav for the south in an To the diverse sounds of Waverley and
quiet and digmiied manner. the varied steam languages of engines fromappro

I think one sees more clean engines than
otherwise round about Waverley and
certainly none are more spick and span

the North British 0-6-OT station

Cow lairs, from Don caster, and nowadays
even from Derby and Crewe, has been
added the Halloo of the hunting horn
that is the call of the six coach diesel car

pilots. At the time of my most recent trains introduced earlv this year to provide

the lnter-city service between Edinburghvisit the star turn of the
un < 1

was
(HI

newly
btcdly No. 68481, resplendent in

and
app

with the

carrying an oval

B.R
additional

lined Mack livery,

distinction of

and sgow, Queen Street,

target
• r

Once I had seen these sleek bright

corridor trains, and had heard their call,

or board in I had to ride in one, so 1 went to Glasgow
front of the chimney bearing the words and back by this new means of transport.

Xo. 1 Station Pilot, One thing about the I found the experience full of interest,

working of these engines is the apparently At each end of the train are two power
tight timing of some of the shunting moves cars with underfloor engines, the exhausts

that they have to make. But they are from these being carried up through pipin

handled as well as they are cleaned.

I have already noted that there is plenty
and silencers standing vertically between
the power vehicles. Each end vehicle

to be seen in the station from abovei This includes a full width driving cab at the

outer end, but there is a small driving

"box" rather than compartment at the
is particularly tru' of the west end. A
favourite spot there is the top of what
are known as the Mound Tunnels. inner end of each twin power-car unit.

Mound is crowned by the Scottish National The intermediate vehicles are respectively

Galleries and the Roval Scottish Academy. a first class side corridor coach, more or

through
Public walks cross it to connect the two less of standard B.R. type finished to

match the rest of the train, and the Buffet

Car.

The finish outside is a pleasing shade of

green, while white metal fittings and
modern plastic surfaces are the rule

The general standard of comfort
seat backs and head rests seem

sides of Princes

which the railway runs outward past the

historic Ca>tle toward the Havmarket
Station, and they pass close to the eastern

end of the tunnels and give exactly tht

view point that you have on the cover of this

issue. In the background is the North
Bridge, spanning the gap between the just the right height, and window curtains

old town and the new; in the middle add to the attractiveness of the interior.

distance is Waverley Bridge, from which
you can reach the station; and in front

Travel is smooth. I found, but there is

{Continued on page 366)
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An English Electric PJB fighter of Ihe type which will go into service with the Royal Air Force.

Air News
by

John W. R. Taylor

Last and Fastest

Newa that the English Electric P.! will be the

K.A.F/s last piloted interceptor came as a shock to

most propter because it was believed that there would
he at least one more aircraft of this typo after th< PJ #

probably with mixed jet and rocket power. Now, it

will be superseded in time by ground-to-air guided
missiles, the first of which are already In production,
The P.I itself will probably not be in service for two

more years, as it is a very advanced aircraft and will

need considerable development. To speed this, a pre-

production batch of 20 has been ordered, in addition
to two prototypes of the original Sapphire- powered
IMA and three prototype of the production-type
P. IB with Avon engines.

First of the P.IB*s to fly, on 4th April this year,

was XA847, illustrated above. Its fuselage is almost
entirely different from that of the PJA, with a central

**bultet
M

inside the circular nose air intake, to create a

shock wave over the intake which will slow down the

air, entering the engines at very high speeds. The
hood, which has given trouble on the P. I

A

bv lifting off, has also been redesigned and there is a

long fairing joining it to the base of the fin. I n addition,

we can expect the PJB to have a kinked leading edge
of the kind now being flight tested on the original

prototype P 1A and which improves control at lower
speeds by increasing the leading-edge camber at

the tips.

Air Marshal Sir Thomas Pike, A.ux.-m-C of

Pfghtes Command, has said that the p,| has flown
faster than l v

0Qfl m.p.h. and will be capable eventually
of 1,500 ni p lu In this respect, it is interesting to see

That the second prototype PJA now has a large

blister" under its rear fuselage whi< h may be intended
to house* a rocket motor or extra fuel.

Missile News

English Electric seems to be specialising ni

anti-aircraft defence because, in addition to the P.l f

they are budding one of the ground-to-air anti-aircraft

missiles that will -in piemen t R.A.F. Fighter Command
in the next few years,

Named Thunderbird, this mfcsite is a large rocket

which is launched from a ramp with the h- fp of four
externally-mounted booster rockets. When their fuel

is exhausted, the boosters fall away and the missile

continues to the target under its own power, which
can consist of either solid -fuel or liquid-propeltant

rocket motors. It is guided electronically from the
ground and is fitted with a proximity fuse.

A second supersonic ground-to-air missile in

production fs the Bloodhound, which is powered by
Bristol ramjet engines and has a guidance system
designed by the Ferranti company- Ltk< the English
Electric missile

p
it has been preceded by the firing of

many hundreds of test rockets and has achieved
considerable success when fired

tarRet aircraft.

Finally, there i* new> of ib air* to-air unfile that

will arm the PJ and Clostfif Javelin in due course,
-

Built by de Havilland Propellers Ltd., it is known as
lirestreak and has an infra-red nose which "homes"
on to the heat from the engine exhaust of its target.

against pilot less

Flying Customs Men

by three D.H.As a result of the fine work done
Canada Beaver crop-spraying aircraft bought in 195*1.

the government of Pakistan has ordered two moiv, of
uhich one will be 'quipped with amphibious floats for

operation over the soggy marshland and small lakes
where rice grows,

Pakistan is also Using two Beaver amphibians for

Customs patrol duties in the western part of the

country and alone the Arabian Sea coast. Their job
s to cruise along for up to five hours at a stretch, over
rich farmland, rugged mountain ranges, marshes and
dense jungles, keeping an eye on all ground activities

and maintaining radio contact with coastal and river

patrol boats and a network of land-based station*.

Finland, Yugoslavia, the United States and Canada
use Beavers for similar work.

Russia's Civil Air Routes

Acrofiot, Ru
should

asias national airline, has opened what
prove to be one of the most attractive air

services between Western Euroj and Eastern Asia
by extending its Moscow-Peking service to Tokyo,
By linking up with the regular Paris-Moscow services,

passengers can fly almost all the way to Japan aboard
500 m.p.h. Tupolev TtiHM twin-jet air liners, which
ate already Hying on the Prague Mohow sector of the

ioute and -hi to Peking, India, Burma and Indonesia.
Aeroflnt even hope eventually to operate a nan-
P king- New York service.

Record Heavy Drop

By dropping from the air by parachute a load of
29,QOfi lb, (13 tons), a Blackburn Beverley has regained
tb record for the heaviest single item ever air-dropped,

although it was in fact only 60 per cent, of the aircraft's
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total payload. The drop was
made: at a speed of 150 m.p.h.

at a height of 1,5*10 ft., and
the load took 35 sec. to

reach the ground.
No mere stunt, the drop

was part of a parachute

f< s i arch programm i «dmed
at developing methods of

delivering heavy equipment
to troops in inaccessible areas.

The load, whie.h consisted of

Steel plat > and ballast,

descended under eight G.Q.
each with a

fiflit. and

my st- If
Drawing of the Fairey

being assembled

'i*

parachutes*
diameter of
containing nearly 1,000 yds.
ui nvton.

Quieter Helicopters

White Walt ham
recently. I was

ee and hear for

the iremendous
thai Fairev's are

making in silencing the

tip- mounted, pressure-jet
engines of thru big Rotodym» helicopter, the prototype
of which is almost complete.

Dozens of differently-shaped silencers have been
tested on a big rotor spinning tower at the aerodrome,
ami some have reduced the noise, level from 105
decibels to 95 decibels at a distance of 200 ft- from th-

rotor. This may nut sound a lot, but It represents a
reduction in noise of not id per cent., but 90 per cent.

1 here would be no point in reducing it any further,

because the nois« made by the big 90 ft. rotor itself

,is it turns is equivalent to 95 decibel*, Kven more
remarkable, the silencing js achieved at a cost of only
5 per cent, of the engine's thrust.

In everyday terms, a Imid motor horn at 20 ft, has
«i noise level of 1 10 decibels and a tube train 90 decibels*

The Rotodyne will, in fact, be considerably quieter
than a Conventional piston engined helicopter within
a few seconds of take-off,

"Voice
11

Aircraft in Malaya

One of tin- most unusual air force units in the world
h the Voice Flight of No. 267 Squadron of the Royal
\ir Force, stationed at Kuala Lumpur in Malaya.
During the twelve months ending 31st March this year,

its three Dakotas Faith, Hope and Charity and two
Austere Met and Mo fccw a total of over 2,400 fare.,

of whuli 824 htS« wen spent broadcasting messages
to the terrorists hidden in the dense jungles*

Nearly every day and often ai night, in all weathers,
the aircraft flew at heights of between l/jou and

Rotodyne helicopter, the prototype of which is now
for flight testing at White Waltharn aerodrome.

and
with

surrender'*

the aid of

2.Sun ft., broadcasting "come out

messages ovit pnwernil unplifiers^

specially- recorded tapes in a number of Chinese and
Indian dialects as well as the Malayan language.
The surrender of many hardened terrorists is attributed
to th«se psychological warfare operations.

Powered Bomb

The Bell GAM 63 Rascal, illustrated below, is th.

weapon for which U.S.A.F. bomber crews have been
waiting for a very long time. It is basically a bomb;
but unlike the usual kind it will find its own way to

the target if released 100 miles away, so that the

bomber does not have t- approach too cl-^ to a

heavily-defended t arget area*

Phot- graphs n leased so far have shown th'" Rascal
being carried by a B-47 Stratojet, on which it is

mounted externally on a rack on the starboard side of

the fuselage, under th*- wing. Dropped like any other
bomb, it ispNQwered by a Hquid-propellant rocket -motor
which gives it a range nf 100 miles at about 1,000 m.p.h.
at a height of IOO,c'HHJft», when it is out-of-ran^e nf

defending fighters and missiles. It in carry either a
high explosive or nuclear warhead and is about
27 ft. long-

B.O.AC, have ordered, from Yickers, 35 VCtO jet-

liners for delivery in 1963, Each will have four Rolls-

Royce Conway turbo Jets and will be employed on the

Corporation's African, Far East and Australian services.

A Bell Rascal powered bomb is here shown secured to a ground-handling trolley for transport across the airfield*
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Un mg ron Ore
Trave ng Transporters in rKennea Doc

THE giant machines in the picture at the
head of the page are travelling

transporters unloading iron ore from the

of lift, from 38 ft, below quay level to 47 ft.

above it, is 85 ft.

Before the transporters were erected the
Oreosa in Bidston ] 'ock, Birkenhead, for quay had to be strengthened to make
dispatch by rail to the steelworks oi thai it could rarrv th»*jr lirt-at weig
John Summers and Sons Ltd., Shotton. each transp
They lift the ore directly out of the holds eventually
of ships carrying it with grabs capable of with that
holding I2J tons, one of which can be seen made up

th
weighs 600 tons, and
may be four of them
ore trains as these are
numbers I iti c

the
above the Qveoset, suspended Irnm pilrs were driven to ail as

carrier. in turn is particular two continuous runs of sheet
carried by a trolley running on rails on the piling were placed under the posi
platform of the transporter. When full the
grabs are raised and moved inward to
deposit their loads in hoppers on the
transporters, below which are the tracks
ort which stand railway wagons ready to
receive the ore from them and carry it to

1

pied by the rear

porters are moved along the

4 required on double track bogies

ach
wf

Each bogie
let'jsIs, the inner four of which are driven.

Shotton, The transporters were made by are show
In our picture of the transporters these

m
Clyde Crane and Booth Ltd.
There are now three of these transporters

at Bidston Dock. Two of them have been
in operation for some time, and the third

ng positions, with the
xx>m, the part that projects over the
vessel being unloaded, in line. When they
are not in operation the boom can be

ed on ges, well out of the way of

was completed at the beginning of this year. shipping being berthed in

The transporters are very large indeed, as for unloading. To effect thi

dock ready

can be realised from comparison of them
with the Oreosa. Their total

ho winch in the house seen above the
length is

226 ft,, and the highest point of each is is capable of
almost 134 ft. above the rails on which they minutes,
move along the quay. The grab has a

when open of 19 ft. It can

main steelwork of the transporter, and s

raising the boom in six

sometimes necessary' to raise

sporter is in use,boom while the trai

ily when in moving
90 cubic feet of ore every time it is lowered
into the hold of an ore carrier, and its range

there are funnels, masts
obstructions in the
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Joys

by

Roland Fry

TSLANDS fascinate the young in heart The

1 of all ages. Perhaps they revive memories
of pirates, smugglers and buried treasure
or perhaps, in these modern days, their

railway runs mostly through
tiny intimate railway.

scenery, a

Gently rounded hills dotted with woods
charm lies in their being self-contained. and covered with fields look like a giani
They do offer pleasant isolation, a touch of patchwork quilt thrown over the scene

usive, and give just so much to and the folds are shot with fiat masses of
grey, green or blue as the sea spills through
round the hen d lands.
The railway runs from Rvde to Cowes

the
explore and to think about—and no more
An island is not just a piece carved out

of a larger i hunk of country; it is something
in its own right, something to be explored and Ventnor through lovely scener\ a
right up to its edges, without arti

boundaries, and recognising as its limits

only the sea. The sea may be a stormy one,

tiny, intimate railway; the little 0-4-4
tanks chug up the steep gradients and
then, with something like abandon, rush

angrily under slate-grey skies, or down the other side. Drivers, guards and
it may be a friendly sea of clear green water porters in some mysterious way succeed
flecked with foam, inviting the bather in doini; their work with a generous toucli

like the Solent separating that gem of an of holiday spirit and everyone seems to be
the

mainland
Among

beautiful

Isle of Wight, from the

its attractions this island offers

enjoying a picnic.

The line to Cowes runs along the Medina
estuary, with lovely views of land and

scenery, a rather quaint and water, and at Cowes scores of yachts
appealing little railway, and sturdy but spread their sails in the sunshine andbut

beautiful yachts that fight and brave the storms.
dance over the surging waves.

•

From Ventnor the line plunges into a tunnel.

The line to Ventnor plunges into a tunnel
soon after it leaves Wroxail, and
one reaches Ventnor in a breathless
rush and looks round at what
seems to be a miniature Andean
mountain station, where a board
near a bare precipitous hillside

proudly announces the height
above sea-level. Equally thrilling

is it to leave the train at Wroxail
and walk over wild and windswept
St, Boniface Down, and then
drop almost helicopterlike some
hundreds of feet to the garden
plots of Ventnor,

There seem to be no fountains on
the island into which travellers

throw coins to ensure their return;
the travellers just return anyway,
for the second and further times
with a kind of proprietary interest.
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an Track
By Peter Lewis

IX months of planning and organisation by the R.A.C.,

is behind the R.A.C. 10th British Grand the B.A.KX
Prix, which takes place at Aintree on the and the
20th of this month. The British Automobile A i n t r e e

Racing Club, delegated
with authority to organise

year, was faced with a formidable

for the

by the R.A.C.
the race this

task,

A ut ©mobile
Racing Club
the most

British classic of 1957 is also the valuable single

( trand Prixf aEuropean
championship event which is

a British circuit only once in seven years

major world race ever rim in this Country.
decided on We can expect an electrifying second

lap, for there is a special prize of 200
guineas for the first driver to record

an average lap speed of 90 miles an
hour, only .30 m.p.h. faster than
the circuit record of 89.70 m.p.h
held bv Stirling Moss with a Mercedes-
Benz.
A race of this calibre is of course

a tremendous responsibility for the

organisers, particularly John Morgan.
the of B.A.R.C., a club

now exceedswith a memtwership
1 1.000, and his chief of staff, Geoffre>

Sykes. No fewer than 80 official

most of them B.A.R.'G. members
working on a voluntary basis, will

be required at the northern circuit

on Thursday and Friday, before the

race, when the practice sessions are
in full swing. This figure is increased

to 150 on race day and includes

Stewards, Judges, Observers,
Scrutineers, Time-Keepers, Medical
Officers and Marshals. When members
of Mrs. Topham's perm a circuit

S, Lewis-Evans, the young British G,P. driver, began his

career in 500 ce. events. Here his Cooper is seen being

pushed on to the Crystal Palace track for practice before an
International meeting there in l'J54,

organisation are included, it is no
exaggeration to say that while the

race is in progress three hundred
officials will t>e on duty inside the

circuit gates.

Aintree comes to life almost a week
before the race, when soinr of the

continental eqtdpes arrive with their

large racing transporters and are

accommodated in

easy
the drivers

within
reach of the circuit. Most of

earaces

arrive in Liverpool on

A European G.P. has only once before Wednesday evening, so that they are

lietu held in England and that was at ready for" the first practice session on
Thursday morning.

Mrs. Topham. who is herself a motor-
racing enthusiast and was at the B.A.R.C

Silverstone in 1950, when the Alfa-Romeos
of Farina, Fagioli and Parnell were
second and third.

first

More than £7,000 is to be awarded in meeting at Goodwood on Easter Monday,
has made no alterations to the circuit, soprize

the
money, including 2,500 guineas to

which makes this joint effortwinner, there should be no increase on tlu
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and thoroughly than
through the medium of a
production sports car such
as a Triumph or M.G."

The
is one

young
of the

G.P, driver
ft'Uvery

professional racing d rivers

in this country. Although
his father, who still races

successfully, and is known
affectionately around the
circuits as "Pop" Lewis-
Evans, owns a garage,
Stuart is not connected
with it, and in fact has
had no other business
activities than motor-
racing
vears

In the centre of this

Ecosse, and "Wiikte"

dt^roup art* David Murray, the founder Of the Kluir
Wilkinson, who looks after the team's Jaguars.

Illustration by courtesy of "Motor Racing."

for the last three
Following the

withdrawal of Con naught,
Ferrari have signed him up
for the remainder of 1957.

lie lives at Bex lev-
race winning average of 86.47 m.p.h, in heath, Kent, and is married with two
the 1955 British Grand Prix. On the children, a son of three and a daughter of
other hand. drivers
rivalry between the top- flight British

drivers promises to make this one of the

tremendous current eight months. Like most racing
he has very little time for other pursuit

ues, but is at present busy
The

or on a

most exciting British classics ever run, Hornby-Dubio layout. voun
with the possibility of a record crowd
exceeding 120,000.

'

Stuart Lewis-Evans

After the Monaco Grand Prix 1 talked
to 27-year old Stuart Lewis-Evans, a
Grand Prix driver who had never driven
a Grand Prix car until the 14th October

is
ti

niv excuse for building it.
,T

he told mo,
but as a matter of fact 1 get a lot of fun

and relaxation out of it myself."

Ecurie Ecosse

In a season when British Grand Prix
and sports cars may finish higher in the
honours list than ever before, I shall be

1956 meeting at Brands Hatch. Since then surprised if the blue Jaguars of David
he has driven for Connaughts at Goodwood,

he won the Glover
Trophy, at Naples and .Monaco,
a heavy programme for a
d r i v e r whose previous
experience was limited almost
entirely to 500 ex. racing cars.

Like Collins and Moss, but
unlike Hawthorn and Brooks,
he started motor-racing in this

' lass, and his first race was

{Continwt't/ on pa*** JoM

at Brands Hatch in 1950,

when he came home seventh in

a Mark IV Coop
Lew is quick to

emphasise that .*>oo c.c. racing
is one of the finest, if not the
finest, way of teaming about

"Ifthe sport h

urge to

a 500

yoi

go that much fast

;vill teach

the

> a lot

about braking and drifting

pi

your lessons mm
and you learn

quickly

Flock hart and Sanderson, the drivers of the victorious Ecurie Ecosse
D-typc Jaguar In the 1956 Le Mans sports car 24-hour race,

Mr* Murray, Esso photograph.
with
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By John W. R. Taylor

Th objectFOR several minutes the packed crowds
at America's National Air Show had

watched spellbound while four brightly- the team
painted Super Sabre fighters were put back in Ma\

in forming

through a succession ot loops, rolls and 1953 was to

other aerobatics in tight diamond formation, show the
wingtips overlapping, with a bare 5 ft. gap
between them, at speeds ranging from 150

p u It 1 i c
The Thunderbirds badge.

something of

to 750 m.p.h. But the- climax was yet the speed and manoeuvrability of modem
jet fighters, and to demonstrate the closeto come.

Passing low over the airfield, the fighters co-ordination and 1 irccision that are

shot up into a vertical climb and, switching essential if the best is to be got out of good

on their reheat with an ear-shattering roar, aircraft in action. The more precisely a

did a "bomb-burst" breakaway to the four pilot can fly, the more effective his aircraft

points of the compass. Trailing white will be; and the precision demonstrated by
smoke as they rolled over to compl te their the Thunderbirds is one way in which the

individual rocket loops, they dived almost U.S.A. I", shows the world that it is a
highly-trained and efficient fighting service.at the speed of sound from opposite

So far
the display
has been
given to

F-84F Thunder-
streak formerly
used by the
Thunderbirds,
the official U.S.
Air Force
precisian flying

team.

over eleven
m l 1 1 i o n

comers of the airfield and crossed head-on
only a few feet apart, right in front of

the spectators.

people in the
United States,

Puerto Rico and twelve countries in

Central and South America.
In accomplishing more than 275

No* act in the world demands greater demonstrations and travelling over half a

split-second precision and skill from those million miles, the aircraft have been kept

who perform it, or provides a more spine- in such perfect condition by the mechanics
who form part of the team that no showtingling thrill for those who watch.

But these aerobatic displays by the

Thunderbirds, officially the U.S.A. F.'s u nserviceability
has ever been cancelled because of

3,600th Air Demonstration Team, are no The aircraft themselves are perfectly

mere stunts by reckless door-die airmen. standard and differ from those in everyday

Every basic manoeuvre they is squadron service only by the addition of

taught to young air force pilots when they smoke-trail equipment and a special colour

learn to fly. Their closelv-knit diamond scheme. This consists of red, white and blue

formation is simply an adaptation of the stripes around the nose and - u the wingtip

four-plane formation used in combat, red leading-edges on all three tail surfaces,

which ensures the most concentrated fire- which are painted white and scattered with

power and best protection for a small blue stars; and the Thunderbird badge

fighter group. under the windscreen on each side of the
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i

N i

their time battling
evil.

So powerful was the
Thundcrbird in the
minds of the Indians
that it ranked with
such great gods as the

g h t Spirit,
Earth maker, Disease
Giver, the Sun. Moon,
Xorthwind, Morning
Star, Water Spirit and
the Chief of Eagles.

Various tribes had
different ideas on what
it looked like; but most

Some of the members of the Thunderbirds team, From left to right they are:

Capt. Johnson, solo; Capl. Brenner, right wing; Major Robinson, leader;

Capt. Bartley, left wing, and 1st Lt. Pogue, "slot" man.

of the illustrations that
survive— usually
crude burned outlines

on leather or buckskin

fuselage. The M J markings,
America's national

interest without being
Has, add

based
show it as a huge

and arc

on eagle or hawk. By a strange coincidence,

colour and it was generally painted in red, white and
blue, in connection with rainbows.

Almost all the powers imaginable were
credited to the Thunderbird, especially the

ability to grant success in war and long

comparable with normal squadron marking.
which help to give both pilots and ground
crews a pride in their units.

The badge is of particular interest as it honourable life. And it was so revered by
»how> .1 blue bird, with red eye and beak, the Winnebagos that powerful warriors of

bearing a white star on a red background, this tribe claimed to be reincarnated

with silhouettes of the four aircraft in their Thunderbirds. Often, they shaved their

9

diamond formation on the star. As might
he expected, the bird is drawn in

*#Red
heads to resemble the "bald" effect of the

American eagle, which was thought to be
M

fashion, as the Thunderbirds are similar in appearance to the gods
named after some of the must fatuous gods
in American Indian which were

What sort of men are the twentieth

century American w.imors whose mounts
known to the Algonquins, Sioux, Cheyenne, carry the Thunderhird insignia on their

Comanche, Kiowa, Arapaho, Winnebago fuselages? If you asked them, they would
ind other tribes. describe themserves as quite ordinary

Indian legends say
that thunder and

rung were
these enormous

The thunder
resulted from th*

theirflapping o
wings, and
from the opening and

ntng

closing

eyes.

of the bird^

Thunderstorms
were said to r ult

from battles between
the Thunderbirds and
other less

monsters, for they were
ood spirits who spent

These are some of the
aerobatics performed by the
Thunderbirds in their
North American F-100C Super

Sabres.
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fighter pilots, adding that any competent arc more difficult in sweptwing
jet pilot could master their routine with and the fk-a of a 650 m.p.h. "bomb-hurst"
practice. But, of course, they are not was a little frightening, except to the pilots

novices, and the team that thrilled the Presumably, the eyebrows went up even
crowds at last year's National Air Day had higher in June 1956, when the T'streaks

llown between them more than 13,000 hrs. were swopped for North American F-10ui

and 6ou combat missions, for which all

had been highly decorated.
There are seven officers in the team,

made up of the leader, two wing men, a
"slot"

Super for these powerful fighter

Ixunbers have a top speed of over 800 m.p.h.

and are hefty aircraft to fling around,
weighing ahout 13 tons in righting trim.

man who lias the difficult job of

flying in the leader's slipstream, one reserve

pilot, who is also
engineering officer, a
narrator who broadcasts a

of the display

crowd, and a solo

1 1 i 1 o t who performs
individual aerobatics
simultaneously with the

team show, Usually, the
members are changed after

one or two years and there
have been so far a total

Of 18 different pilots.

In the original team,
twin broth ers—Capta i ns

Bill and Buck Patullo
llew in the wing positions,

and it was said that their

ability to think alila

helped when the aircraft

m a d e their head-on
"bomb-burst"

in

In addition to the five Super Sabres n <1

the display, the team travels with a

cross-over

at the end of the show.
But tlu-re are no relatives

in this year's team,
which consists of
Major Jack Robinson,
leader; Capts, John Hartley and Doug sixth, reserve F-I

Here the Thunderbirds are seen lying in close diamond formation during the

manoeuvre in which they execute a perfect 360 deg. turn*

» a T-33A two-seat

Brenner, wing men; Lt. Bill Pogue, slot Shooting Star jet-trainer winch is flown

man; Capt. Sam Johnson, solo; and by the narrator and used to carr> guests

Capt. Rob Mcintosh, engineering otiicer, and photographers, and a twin-engined

Of these six, only Bartley and Pogue were C-119C» Packet transport which carries the

in last year's team, as solo and slot man all-important mechanics, spares and
range from '2H equipment to keep the team flying. There

are 32 ground crewmen altogether, all

respectively. Their
to 35.

How long does it take to train as a volunteers, and they often work 36 hrs

Thunderbird? Well, the team formed in without a break before a show to make sure

May 1953 gave its first show in the following that nothing will go wronu mechanically.

month and a total ol 73 displays within Nor is there any time for anything to go

90 days of its formation. When Jack wrong in the air. On one occasion a n- \

Broughton became the >e<.ond team leader pilot who had to fly in the right wing
on 1st October, 1954, he flow with the other position after only three days of practice

pilots for the first time on the 10th of the dived in the wrong direction during the

month and led his first air show on the 16th. "bomb-burst" and came out on the wrong
The ainraft have changrd ton in four side of the runway half a second behind

years, because the first team flew Republic schedule. At the speed he was flying half a
econd is equivalent to an error of ^00 ft.,

anil when four aircraft do a cross-over at
F-84G Thundcrjets, with a top speed of

605 m.p.h. When they switched to F-84h
Thunderstreaks in April a lot of that sort of speed, sometimes only three feet

evebrows were raised, because aerobatics abovethe ground, even split-seconds matter

4
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From Our

i

This page is reserved for articles from our readers. Contributions not exceeding 500 words in length

/ire invited on any subject of which the writer has special knowledge or experience. These should he

written neatly on one side of the paper only, and should he accompanied if possible by original photo-

graphs fur tist as illustrations. Article* published ;.:>'; bt Paid for. Statements in article submitted
are accepted as being sent in good faith, hut the Editor takes no responsibility for their accuracy.

Recessed Bridges

Have you noticed that

many of our old stone
bridges have recesses in

the walls on both sides,

into which persons who
mav retirean- crossing

to avoid injury

I
>assing veh ic 1 < > There
i- on« at Cluu in

Shropshire, of which it

is said that "those who
pass over Gun Bridge
come back sharper than
they went." This means,
not that they will come
back inure quickly, but
that they will have their

wits sharpened from
b<ing on the alert to

i

Gun Bridge, Shropshire, which has deep recesses in
its walls. Photograph by A. Phillip, Hassocks.

escape injury from passing
Another beautiful recessed

tra 1 fi c

.

ge is at
Stopham, in Sussex, over the river Arun.

have been installed,traffic lights

because it is so narrow that two vehicles

cannot pass on it. This is the oldest stone
bridge in Sussex, dating from the 14th
century.

A. Phillip {Hassocks, Sussex).

A Famous Fountain

The Emperor Fountain, at Chatsworth. Photograph
by K. Birkett, Cheadie Hulmc.

The fountain seen in the accompanying
picture is claimed to be the highest in the
world. It is in the grounds of Chatsworth
House, Derbyshire. When full pressure is

used the water attains a height of 250 ft.,

and if the sun happens to be shining, a
lovely display of all the colours of the
rainbow can be seen through the spray.
The Kmperor Fountain, as it is called,

originated in a visit of the sixth I hike o!

Devonshire in 1826 to the Czar of Russia.

In the gardens of the Imperial Palace he
was hown a fountain said to throw the
highest jet in the world, and the Duke
determined that Chatsworth should have
one that could throw a jet higher still.

K. Bikkett (Cheadie Hulme).
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think, by a Bl

Driver Hoole in the cab of No, 60149 "Amadis" before the "Yorkshire Pullman"
run described below. Mr. R. A. H. Weight, wearing a hat, is standing alongside,

Photograph by W. J. Reynolds.

we had considerably
iii proved on schedule as

the net time unchecked
would have been little over
21 hrs. or about 151 min*
for 15« miles, n\ nailing
a 62 Mi.[xh. average.
Four < trs were det;n lied

to be taken an to Hull, I

The total

passenger capacity of the
train is about 3<!U We
had over 250 on board
that evening. Sometimes
all seats are booked.
The ConducLor in charge

of the train, in which
comfort, service and meals
were all that could bi

d#'sm J, told me <A bis 3S
years* experience mainl>
on that route, and of his

3 million miles travel. A
staff of 30 is allocated to
the train, of whom 24 art;

usually on duty at a
time— chefs, stewards
and assistants, etc.
Meanwhile the exceedingly
able Driver Hoole and
Fireman Eh a, with

along the steeperus

Railway Notes
69443, took the two

By R. A. H. Weight

Aboard the "Yorkshire Pullman"

This long-standing and popular train is the heaviest
of the three expresses running to and from King's
Cross, composed entir iy of Pullman cars. It provides
a fast morning service, with all seats reservablft, from
Harrogate, Bradford , Leeds, Wakefield, Hull, Gool*
Doncastcr, returning similarly in the evening.

In spring sunshine, after the taking of photographs
amuiid the engine and greeting those fri*nri> \\H&
were to occupy the footplate or had come to se<*

me off, I occupied my reserved armchair in car
Adrian as the whistles blew a few seconds i « foreS.30
p.m. and we were off in an 11 -car train weighing
about 460 tons all found. It was oot one of the A

4

streamlined Pacifies that so often do wHl on this

King's Cross turn—I bad rather hoped for Sir Ni§&
Gresicy— but one of the five more modern A I type
now shedded there*
Amadis may not be the steadiest of runners, but

she was extremely powerfal uphill and gave a gran i

run with plenty of time in bana. To Doncastcr Mr,
A- F. Pegler, a keen member of the Eastern Region
Board, and Inspector Goodhand travelled in the cab*
We were soon ahead of time, Although signal and
engineering slowings at Hit chin and Sandv prevented
customary sustained high *pecd along that stretch,
a maximum of 85 m p.h. wm> reached, we were through
Peterborough. 76$ miles, in 754 min. and passed
Stoke summit, 100 miles from King's Crass, in 100}
min. at 57-58 m,p,h. Severe signal slacks befell

after Grantham, then gently over Muskham Viaduct,
under heavy repair, north of Newark with # / m.p.h

reduced Joad
p

were speech
gradients of the West Riding to Wakefield, and over
the industrial heights of Ardsley, then as darko
fell the Yorkshire Pullman threaded its way across
the network of tracks to run into Leeds Central
4 min. before time.

An M ex G.N. R. 0-6-2T, N
Bradford cars which would form part of a nun-stop
short train to that city, and Hunt 4-4-0 No. 6273*
The Bruntham Moor then backed down to (fake charge
of the main Harrogate 5-car j rtton to complete tlv

northbound run, in both cases over more steep hill

Another enjoyable trip!

Not long previously, the same London driver and
fireman on the Leeds (Coph.y Hill) A I No. 60133
Pommern, with the reduced winter Saturday load of

9 Pullmans, about 380 tons, were. also at Doncaster
well b fore iime on tin northbound Yorkshire Pulhn in,

six extra slowings notwithstanding- Similarly, on a
vary dirk evening in bad weather, delays wen
recovered and another fine performance achi< ved by
A4 No. 60014 Silver Link with Driver Hailstone,

since retired!, taking the full 1
1 -car load. The recorders

on tie last two runs were Messrs. N, Harvey and
L. Riirley.

Castles. Par and Wide

Like the historic edifices after which many ot

them are named, the famous W.R. Castle class
4 -cylinder 4-#-0s are scattered over a wide area*

They are set*n from London to Cornwall, at Fishguard
in the furthest part of Wales, throughout a large part
of the West Midlands, and at Basingstoke and
Salisbury, or sonv times even farther afield in

Hampshire, on S.R. metals. Their allocation is spread
over 17 Motive Power Depots, as follows: Old Oak
Common (London), Reading, Oxford, Swindon, Bristol,

Worcester, Gloucester, Cardiff, Landore (Swansea),
Carmarthen, Exeter, Newton Abbot, Laira (Plymouth),
Penzance, Stafford Road (Wolverhampton), Shrewsbury
and Chester.
The first Castles wen introduced in 1923 as an

improvement on the Star class, which had proved
remarkably efficient. With scarcely any change in

their most successful ri< -jini. construction of more
speeds on each side. There were two uphill minima
not below the xnile-a-minute rate, and a final similar
burst of fast running outside Doncaster, where we
were at rest in the platform about 5 min. early, at

8.13J, although stopped momentarily at approach
colour light signals.

There is an allowance to cover extra delays, but

examples continued at intervals for no lesf than 27
years, since batches were built up to 1950, Including
some rebuilt from Star class, there arc at the time
of writing 167 on British Railways lists numbered
4000, 4037, 4073-99, 5000-69, 7000-37. Recently
some modifications have been introduced, such as

increased superheat and certain improvements in
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front-end equipment, further to increase their steaming

Capacity and power.
They continue to perform well on some of the

fastest expresses such as the Bristolian. the US p.m.

Paddington-Bath, the Pembroke Coast and others,

as well as taking charge of important long distam
trains, with many general service ditties, over all

kinds of route in England and Wales. On some of

these they have been reliably familiar for more than
30 years/

Summer Train Service

Developments

This year's time tables in full

operation for the holiday season
include a number of faster

the Waterloo*
a

runs on
Sou ih am p ton Bou rnemou th
route and a greatly improved
and accelerated express service

to and from St. Pane ras -

I eicester-Derby. Manchester,
Nottingham, Sheffield, etc,

Tb«c are also entirely new
speed Anglo - Scottish train-,

©.lined the Homing Talisman
arrivals at King's

Cross and Edinburgh (Wavertey)
early in the afternoon, as dors

the Caledonian from Glasgow
(Central) to Euston. The tatter

also provides a Liter (inik-a

minute) service than hitherto
available in the opposite
direction starting frutu EttSton

4. 1 5* The southbound

to Glasgow and Perth and King's Cross to Perth, as

well as long cross-country runs for the benefit of

travellers to and from the Continent, There are many
week-end expresses again during the peak season to

and from London, principal centres and holiday
resorts, and the usual galaxy of important nara«

trains and others, running in some cases from Monday
to Friday only.

Fast and luxurious Trans-Europe- Express trains,

mainly diesel sets with refreshment cars with 1st class

•hi

with buffet

at

Midday Scat now provides an
afternoon departure and
Snicker schedule from

la s g o w and Carlisle,
Fast diesel trains call ing only at

principal stations, and provided witn ounet cars,

have been introduced on the UK. Birmingham-
Cilouce^ter-South Wales route, Manv additional

diesel services of more local type continue to appear
around Hull, Manchester , Birmingham, Newcastle-
Carlisle, and in Lincolnshire and East Anglia, for

example.
An international novelty is the inclusion of a through

sli ping car between London and Brussels in the

Night 1 i-rry service, conveyed by the same train

ship to and from Dover as the Paris sir ping
The popular car-sleep* r night trains conveying cars

in )vere<l vans as well as passenger? in sleeping ear*

Off ordinary aocomcSutlarion, enabling holidays in

distant areas to start sooner, have been increased in

number on certain dates, Huns include Marylebone

No. 7021 "Haverfordwest Castle
11

enters Newport (High Street) with the down
"Pembroke Coast Express,*

1 Photograph by P, J, Sharps,

seating, all

new noie
bookable in advance

in Western
of France,

tables
f
are a feature of the
E urope connect i n i*

Holland, Belgium,
e European Railways

and

important cities

Germany^ Switzerland, states

1 nformat ion B u re a u (C. LCJE,}.

Locomotive Stock Changes

New engines for announcem nt here this month
include class 9 2-10-Os allocated as follows: Nos.

92127, ISA, Wellingborough; No. 92128, ISA, Toton;
9212^-30, -I A, Salttey, arid Caprotts class S

4-6-Os numbered 73149-82 to 65

B

f St. Rollox,

Glasgow. In addition there are Class 4 4-6-Os Nos.

75058 y
t
15C

f
Leicester; class 4 2-6-0s No. 76084,

Lower Darwen; and No. 76085, 15C, Leicester,

diesel el- trie, six-wheeled standard shunting
Scotland are

24D
f

More

allocated
and

engines in

Nos- 13337-41,
to 62A, Thornton;
Nos, 13342-6, 62C,
Dunfermline.
On the Western Region,

2-6-Os previously
numbered 9300 and 9302
have been altered to 7322
and 7324 t respectively.

All sorts of tender and
tank locomotives,
including some of B.K.
standard types, thereon
have been painted green.

Glastonbury Abbey has
been withdrawn* No.
4056 Princess Margaret is

the sole remaining 4-

cyUnder 4-6~<J of the
Churchward Star

the active list.

early
class on
Three

A single-unit diesel railcar of the type designed by British Railways for branch line

services. British Railways official photograph.

active
ex-Taff Vale

0-6-2Ts, Nos. 305, 385
and 397, have been
condemned.
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LNCE the Dinky Toys Club
was formed in January this

year applications for
membership have flowed into

H ead quarters, and among
them have been many from

overseas.enthusiasts living

Some of their letters have
made me rather envious, for

they have come from countries

where H warm climate is

enjoyed practically all the year
round, so that Dinky Toys
enthusiasts have more oppor-
tunities for playing out of doors.

Two of the fortunate
collectors who are able to take-

advantage of this in their

games are Martin Rawson, age
three, who lives in Gibraltar.

and Hugh Cameron. Johannes-
South Africa, whose

indeed it is there
t ha t he makes
most use of them.
Although the
climate of the
British Isles
cannot b e

guaranteed always
to be tine and
warm, there are
usually many fine

d a v s l u the
summer when i

good on t door

burg,

picture

Martin Rawson, Gibraltar, 1$ only three
years old. but he is a keen Club member
and has a fine collection of Dinky Toys,

scene can Ik1 made
up in the garden.
Owners in these
Isles should keep
this in mind.

Suitable outdoor
scenes can easily

on this

Both
appear

boys are really keen collectors and

be devised.

instance
I<br

a

have a good number of Dinky Toys.
\ on will see that Hugh

miniature race track can be arranged on
mm -M

a level piece of ground, and a hill climb
in aCameron has route for sports car can be set up

set up his Dinky Toys in the garden, and corner. If the ground is reasonably firm.

no more than a general

levelling up should be
necessary.

you are notIf

already a member, why
not follow the lead

of the many thousands
of enthusi;i sts who have
joined the Club already,

and scud in your
application? Just write
to the Secretary, Dinky
Toys Club, Binns Road,
Liverpool 13, enclosing

P.O. for for your
Badge and Certificate.

Hugh Cameron,
Johannesburg, takes
advantage of South Africa's
sunny climate to play with
his Dinky Toys in the garden.
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V lor

Section

The most direct route from the centre

of Liverpool to Binns Road is

A modern streamlined tram running between
Bonn and Konigswinter, in Germany. Photograph

by J. A. T. Watson, Sudbury.

operated by tramcar. Sometimes I have
told prospective visitors that the easiest

way to reach our Works is by a No. 6a
or No. 40 tramcar. After the first shock
of astonishment, they almost invariably

seem pleased at the prospect of a ride in

a tramcar, and they certainly enjoy the
trip, for it is made in one of the most
modern constructed for the now disappear-

ing Liverpool tramcar system, known to

the wavmen as Grand-„
»»

A tramcar nowadavs is a novelty to
most of us! I even take rides on this routt

HAMCARSt Can they still be of any myself at times, just for the pleasure of

use. and are we making a mistake in living for a few minutes in the past, but in

replacing them by buses? In. many places a month dt two these tramcars, Liverpool's

they have been greatly improved and do last, will give way to buses,

good work. ok at

the picture above
•

for instance. The
reader who sent it

to me wrote in

letter "When I tell

people that they still

use tr a m s t u

Germany, they laugh

and say that they

must be terribly out

of date," He think-

thev are q u 1 1 v

wrong, and his

photograph, gives

him support, for it

shows a ern

express type
of t r a in c a r,

streamlined.
comfortable and
speedy, running
on separate tracks.

And such tramcars
are to be seen in

other countries too,

A. B. Cooper, of March, Cambridgeshire, has built this splendid layout for his

Dinky Toys. It gives him opportunities for making good use of a wide range of

his stock of Dinky Toys.
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ecnanica

Building
By "Spanner

ri

ammer Nov For Lift True

THIS month I have for you a simple

model of an old type mechanical
hammer used for forging metals, and a

. more elaborate example of a modern
Lift

T Mechanical mm
Fig. 1 and can be built from
Outfit No. 00. To make the base of th

is show
pai

model bolt two Tr
two 2

1

9 to a
Flanged Plate. S
Strips 2 by bolt

»

Fishy.

5 1 and

i* X 2J*
ten the
lates 3

betw them and the ged
Plate, and place a Crank Handle as

shown in the Strips 2, and fix on
it a r Pulley 3. Remove the set

screw from Pulley and replace

n a I* Bolt 4

The hammer arm 5

is a >i
# StriP- J>ass

third

through

d
bolt

Fig. 2. This working
model of a

operating Fork Lift

Truck is built with

a No. 4

Fig. 1. This easy-to-build Mechanical Hammer makes
a good subject for a No. 00 Outfit model.

arranged

kets. Now push a 2" Rod through
the Trunnions I and the Angle Brackets

hold it in place with Spring Clips,

so that the Strip 5 pivots freely on the Rod.
The hammer head 6 is a f" Bolt, which

carries two Washers and three nuts. The
anvil below it is a 1* Pulley fixed by its

screw on a bolt passed through the

Flanged Plate. The Strip 5 must be
so that when the Crank Handle

turned the Bolt 4 strikes against the
and forces i t

hammer head is

Bolt moves clear

the hammer falls and
anvil.

the parts required to

Mechanical Hammer is

given at the end of this article.

The model Fork Lift Truck is

rear end of the
downward, so th at

raised

.

of the
st rikes
A

build

3

of a type in which
forks are at the side of the
vehicle instead of the front.

It can be built from parts in

Outfit No. 4.

Construction should be begun
by bolting two 12

J* Strips 1 to
a 2¥x\" Double Angle Strip

attached to a 5±*x2£* Flanged
Plate 2. The rear ends of the

Strips are connected by a further 2|* x 1 i*
Double Angle Strip, "and this supports

\
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\

is connected to the back of the body
pened out U-section Curved
Plate and two Formed Slotted

Strips.

The pin is removed
from a Hinged Flat

Plate and the halves
are bolted together
overlapped lengthways

seven holes. A
plate 6 is thus
forme d. It is

Plate

attached to the sides

of the body by Angle
Brackets, The space
between this plate
and the back of the

filled in by
2V Flexible

Semi-Circular
Plates.

Fig. 3. The Fork Lift Truck seen from below A 5.V' Strip 7 is fixed to Angle Brackets
bolted to the sides of the body, and these
Angle Brackets support also a 5£* x 24*

two straightened lft* radius Curved Plates Flexible Plate. Two Flanged Sector

overlapped three holes. Plates 8 are Incited between the Flexible

The side seen in Fig. 2 is made by Plate and the

bolting a 5}* Strip 3 and a 2J*xli H*x2fc and a

Flanged Plate 2, and a
2F'x2A* Flexible Plate

Flexible Plate to the Flanged Plate 2, are attached to the Flanged Sector Plates.

and by fixing an opened out U-seetion The front wheels are fixed on an axle
*>i* made from a 3£* and aCurved Plate, extended by a 4£*x

Flexible Plate, to the rear end of the

. The Curved Plate is edged by
two Formed Slotted Strips,

4|*x2£* Flexible Plate is strengtl

by two 3^
is extended

The lower 3

5J* Strip

'H* Stepped Curved forming
the front wheel arch are bolted between
Strip 4 and the 2f

r xlJir

Flexible Plate.

Two 2J*x Ik" Triangular Flexible Plates

are fixed between the Strips 3 and 4.

The side seen in

shown The

5i*x2£*. a 2rx2J
Flexible Plate arranged
as shown, with 2

A

Stepped Curved Strips

forming the wheel
arch. The
upper edges
o f

Plates
the

are
Strengthened
by a strip 5,

made from a
n
2i' and two
5£* Strips, and
the lower edge
of the side is

completed by
bolting in place a 5|*

and a 2 1* Strip. The side

Rod joined

by a Rod Connector, and
the rear axle is a 3|* Rod.

driver's cab consists
ITxir

bolted
Flexible

together
lengthways and curved as

Plates arc
fT x i >ouble

\ngle Strips 9 attached by
their lugs to the top of the

The steering wheel
* Bolton a

passed through an
Angle Bracket
is bolted to

another Obtuse Angle
Bracket fixed to the
front of the cab. The

back of the cab
is formed by
two 2\" x li*
{Cont. on page 366)

Fig. 4, Thjf
view of the

Fork Lift
Truck shows
the arrange*
merit of the

guides for the

lifting forks.
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By THE TOYMAN

An Army Gun
/

Tractor an Trai er

"TINS month I have sonic really exciting
I news i«»r Dinkv Toys enthusiasts— the

The Dinky Toys models are fully

detailed, and the barrel of the 25- Pounder
appearance of a new Army model that Field Gun can be raised and depressed,

will receive an especially warm welcome The Tractor is fitted with a miniature

from enthusiasts. This is the 25-Pounder driver inside the cab, and it carries Royal
Field Gun Set, shown in the picture on this Artillery transfers.

Many enthusiasts have suggested that

although the Set is the sports cars in the range should be made
available as a complete unit. Dinky Toys available without competition numbers

page and in colour on the back cover.

As you can see,

No, 697, actually it comprises three

separate items.
These are a Field

Artillery Tractor,

No. 688, a Trailer,

No. 687, and a
25-Pounder Field

and with miniature drivers "dressed" in

Gun, No. 686, The
three items are

designed to form

The latest addition to

the Dinky Toys Army
series is this splendid
25-Poundcr Field Gun

Tovs No.Scl, Dinky
697.

together a really

splendid Set that
w i 1

1

fascinating scope
for use in Dinkv

provide

To vs play

Tractor is

based on
powerful
artillery

a

designed specially for ordinary outdoor clothes instead of racing
wing purposes. It has

accommodation lor the driver and the
overalls. I am glad to be able to tell you
that this idea has n adopted, and

gun crew, and it carries ammunition and supplies of the two models >hown in the
equipment such as camouflage nets. The
Trailer is ust 1 for carrying ammunition.
The 25-Pounder Field Gun is one of the

most versatile and effective weapons used

accompanying pictures are iiiready
available. The modified sports cars are

No. 104, Aston Martin DB3S (touring

finish}, and No. 101, Sunbeam Alpine
by the British Army. Its main role is to Sports (touring finish). Similar
provide support for infantry, and an out- modifications will be made to other sports

standing example of its use in this way was cars in the range, so look out for further

in the tremendous artillery barrage before announcements.
the Battle of El Alamein, during the 1939-
1945 war. The 25-Pounder can be used also

as an anti-tank weapon, firing armour-
piercing shells.

At this time of the year most Dinky
Tovs collectors are on holiday or are

»

looking forward to going away for their

holidays, and I expect many of them will

%

*
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scene on the sands.

The picture shows the

models passing through
a large tunnel passing

under a sand castle.

The scene illustrated

is very simple, and it

can be elaborated in

many way>. depending
on the time yon
available and your skill

*

in shaping objects with

sand.
A point wort h

mentioning is that you
can use suitable Dink\
Toys during the actual

construe i ion of the
scen« -

.

goo<!
This is rea 1 1 v

f u n if t vv o
collectors combine their

activities, for one of

them can carry out

the actual construction

Holiday fun! A simple scene using Dinky Toys on the seashore. w h i 1 e t he o t h e r

concentrates o n

be visiting the seaside. It is a good plan to bringing along supplies of materials. Tin-

take a few of your Dinky Toys with you Dumper Truck and some of the large

on holiday, for in this country at least, "the lorries can be used to carry loads of sand

weather is apt to be rather uncertain, and of the right quality to the builder, as

Dinky Toys will enable you to pass the well as twigs, shells and other materials

are forced to stavtime eniovuUv if von
indoors for a while.

used for decorative purposes.

If you visit the seaside for your holiday

Dinky Toys are by no means only an this year 1 suggest you try this. I am sure

indoor hobbv. however, and you can make yon will find it an absorbing and exciting

really guod use of

takes vou to the seashore.

if your holiday

As a matter <>f

pastime. By the way, make sure you start

construction well above high water level,

layoutotherwise you may find your
engulfed by disastrous floods before it

fact, playing on the shore with Dinky
To\- is a really exciting pastime, and it

is "possible to make splendid temporary is completed! Another point worth
outs and scenes very. easily. Roads can mentioning is that before mg up at

the end of the day take care to brush

the surface ol the" sand with a piece of off any loose sand* and make sure too
be arranged simply by smoothing down

cardboard, and miniature buildings of that the models are perfectly dry.

many kinds, including the familiar sand
castle, can be shaped quite easily.

I shall be glad to hear
who are enough to

any readers-

be ablt to

of

To give vou some idea of the possibilities enjoy seashore fun with their Dinkys in this

can getusing
1

Dinky Toys in this way, this way. Send me a "snap" if

is suitable 1 mavam including a special picture one If it

you
r be ab to

showing some of the models in a typical use it in the M.\T.
.« A.

Dinkv Toys No* 104, Aston Martin DB3S (touring finish)

and No. 101, Sunbeam Alpine Sport* (tmiring finish .
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Tommy writes about:

Good Brakes Cranes

T AST month we had a talk about some each end. This has the advantage that it

L^ of the new No. 50 Wagons and I

promised further news of other similar

additions to the range. To carry on the

looks right" in whatever direction it may
be running. In accorclance with modern
practice, there are no side doors to the

story we will move to the tail end of our veran so the miniature guard or
train, as one of our pictures here shows brakesman can board his vehicle readily
the No. 50 Goods Brake Van. Now this No. 50 Goods Brake Van is a

This may seem a rather back-to-front splendid example of the detail that can be
way of carrying on, but the No. 50 Goods provided by the use of tinprint. Its sides

and the verandah ends
are shown correct! v

Brake is already
available and perhaps
some of you. like
myself, have a
liking for goods
vans, so you will want

-

to hear something
about it.

The Goods Brake Van mentioned in this

article appears above with other Hornby
No. 50 goods rolling stock, making up an

effective railway picture.

b o a r d e d , and the
bulkheads forming the
ends of the centre part
of the Van are printed

Even in these davs of standardisation
loor and glazed windows
representations of

to represent the central

The sides include

"duckets"
there is still plenty of variety in goods projecting look-outs,

brakes, as the
wilt soon show. Vans

in any big yard
from here, there

and everywhere, some marked with the
names of the pi i.ees to which they belong
or even their specified workings
always followed by the wav
interest of railway observation.

In settling a design for a Hornby Goods

or
their narrow

which the

not
add to the

observation windows,
guard can watch the running of the train

from the seat box on either side,

and necessarily on a goods brake, there is

generous provision of hand railing,
represented here in white in the

design

.

printed

verandah end includes a lamp
Brake Van that would suit the new type of bracket for the tail lamp and there are four
underframe common to all the No* 50 side lamp brackets, two at each end of the
stock, it was decided to adopt the popular body sides. So you can have some good fun
type of van that has a sort of verandah at when playing the part of goods guard by

i
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theringing the changes as necessary on
positions of the side and tail lamp that

part of the standard equipment of the Van.
And there is the usual chimnev on the

R'iof
(

suggesting the coal stove in the remains as before

incorporating die-cast buffer beams and
buffers, and of course it has the dummy
brake levers just like the other Wagons.
The crane jib and operating section

Van with its cheery fire. A Crane Truck is a very useful vehicle

to have about on
the railway. It is

scarcely equipped
for breakdown
work on a
sea 1 e . b u t

represents the
lighter type of
crane, sometimes
still h a ri d -

operated, that is

used on railways
in connection with
construction work
and so on. I expect
that some of vou
stage operations
of this kind now
and again.

A train of empties double headed by
No. 40 Tank and a No. 50 Locomotive

moves into the yard.

Although the No

A lot of Hornby
railwaymen write
to me about
workings that
they carry out on
their own railwavs.

50 Goods Brake Van A subject that crops up frequently is

has the same base as the Wagons we have double-heading, or running of two
already spoken about, it does not include engines coupled on the same train, so I am
the dummy brake levers, in spite of its including a picture of a No. 40 Tank and
name. You may wonder why this is. The No. 50 Locomotive cou riled "face to face"

explanation is quite simple. Real goods at the head of an empty wagon train. By
brake vans have their brak- » applied by a the way, don't forget that the No, 40 Tank
hand wheel, or b\- turning a handle on a and No. 50 Locomotive coupled together

column on the deck of the vehicle, not will not pass the BBR Brake Rail, because

by the side lever that is usual on ordinary of different braking arrangements,

wagons.
Now I come to the

Hornb y Crane
Truck. This is one
of the vehicles in the

range that retains

the familiar
sprayed finish,
although altered in

design to bring it

into the revised
range as the No. 50
Crane Truck. It has
the re-designed bast

that I mentioned
la^t in o n t h

Hopper Wagons and mixed
freight, behind a No. 50

Locomotive.
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General Interest

WON I.)MR how many
of you can say who

made the first flight in

Great Britain and where
it ended? The first ascent

into the air was made in

a balloon as 1on g a fro as

September 1784 by an
Italian named Vincem
Lunardi. He took off

from the Artillery Ground
in London, and landed
in an field in the

little Hertfordshire village

of Standon End
after travelling, before the

wind, of course, for
Toabout 2| hours.

commemorate this event

the stone seen in the upper
illustration on this page
was erected at the point

where the journey ended, and an inscribed before the first aeroplane flight was made,
plaque on it tells the story of a "Wondrous
Enterprise successfully achieved by the

Powers of Chemistry* and the Fortitude kind, with a photograph sent by

The stone at Standon Green End that commemorates the first balloon flight

in Britain.

and a balloon flight was still a wonder.
Now I turn to an ascent of a different

of Man.'
>

J one a reader of the Magazine
This picture and brief story of the first stayed in Davos, Switzerland, for a time

ascent in Britain came from \V. F. Bunce,
London W.2. who adds that it is odd to

in order to cure the fn >m which
he suffered. The picture shows a cable

note that the words on the plaque were car on an aerial railway swinging up
not inscribed until almost a centurv alter from Davos to a station about 900 ft.

the event. But that was almost 20 years higher. The ears are painted a very
bright red, with a

silvery roof The
tableway is chiefly

used by those who
go to I >avos to enjo\

winter sport-*.

Sw i t z e r I a n d i s

famous for aerial

railways of this kind,

some of which have
enormous spans
between the pylons
from which the cables

are suspended.

A Swiss tableway.
Photograph by Bobby

Jones, London W.ll.

(
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Locomotive Misnomers
By R. S. McNaught

>

"WEST QOrXTKV" Pacific of the Lancashire ami Yorkshire, which except
Southern n was running r< centlv in earlier turns was completely against

with the name Dartmoor, but only for a the practice.

short time. It returned to the works and
re-appeared with quite a different tit I

We never whose ings had

Down south, the L.S.W.R.,
constituent of the Southern, had n<>t named
a locomotive since the early 1870s, and

been hurt, but the incident, which may welt the South Eastern and Chatham had
prove to be the last of its kind now that abandoned the practice as a youthful

folly of its own forebears. These celebrated

old compa ni*'s were in a position to make
few new locomotives of the steam type
will be built, drew mv attention to the

many cases there have been of "misnonT rs,"

or mis-applied names, in the past.

the time-honoured claim t hat fixing

nameplatcs to a motive power unit never
Strangely enough, those who earned a penny in revenue, and some of

are responsible for selecting the name- of the frequent chopping and
new ships, whether windjammers, steamers, saw on other lines must in

motnrships, or even
perky little tugs and
coasters, rarely if

ever fall into the
difficulties and
traps that have
always beset the

No. 2908 of the former G.W.R. was named "Lady
Macbeth." The "Lady" was classed officially as a

Saint. Photograph by J. P. Wilson.

ging they
itself have

been an expensive
business.

The Great Western
was always a strong
believer in naming
its engines; indeed,

there was a period

choosers of engine names. I have made a when they all (including the humble
of both the marine and the (MM) goods designs) had a title but no

railway side of the fascinating subject of number And to mak« it easier for guards
nomenclature, and the contrast is and others who presumably had to register

a note as to the engine's identity on their

As is well known, some of the chief reports and forms, the names chosen
included Acheron, Bulkeley, Eupatoria
and I*hiegethon

.

There was also an 8 ft. "Single" which
the Great had its name mis-spelt "E$fofftte" instead

ex marv.

railway companies before the
amalgamation into four "groups" managed
quite well with engines that carried

numbers only.

Northern, with
One
three named engines of "Eslafctte" and nusti was never

Henry Oakley, Great Xorthem and Sir corrected, while one
Frederick Banbury out of its total of 1,35m

unfortunate engini

was called, simply and starkly, Slaughter,

and the North Eastern, whose stock of over after the name of the firm who built it.

2,000 included the unique "single-wheeler" This seemed to be going a bit too far and
tank engine Aerolite. In the L.M.S, group the name was removed on the orders of a
we had the Midland, with only two named Director who happened to meet the engine,

engines back in history, and the It became known on its section of line as
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Old Slaughter, which wasn't much
the name it had

entrusted themselves to the safe

improvement,
acquired was Avonside.

of

keeping
companv, it was said that the

gleaming brass names on the 4-4-0s were

At times Swindon was apt to be too terse mistaken at times for destination boards,

in its choice of names, but the authorities and Aunt Amelia's confidence that slit-

in due course amended over-brief engiiu- was going to Reading when she read that

titles. For instance, No. 100, the pioneer name on the engine was apt to be shaken

large-wheeled 4-6-0, was named Dean when she found herself in the carriage sheds!

after the retiring Locomotive
Superintendent,
although its design was

ChurtJiward's.

This later was changed
to William Dean. Much

Perhaps the classic Great Western

A "Lady"
TheSaint I

who was not a
2-4-0T "Lady

Margaret,** once a Liskcard
and Looe Railway engine,
retained her name when
acquired by the G.W.R.
Photograph by H. C. Casserley.

the same thing
years later

the titles Brunei
and Gooch, which had
graced a couple of a small and very select misnomer was County of Cheshire applied

batch of 4-4-0 express engines, were used to a Churchward 4-4-0 early in this

again fur new 4-cylinder (as ties, but this century, but duly amended to the correct

time the namts of these immortal engineers form County r later on The
were set out in full, a much more dignified

and pleasing arrangement. The "Castles,

thing was that precisely the

same sequence of events took place years

it might be mentioned at this point, as a later with a llawksworth 4-6-Q County
class have been singularly unlucky in the In neither instance were the discarded

way their nanus have been shuffled about nameplates made available to collectors

various reasons.

Other G.W.R. nameplates which had a
much shorter career than was intended

were those worn in honour of Great Western

of such things!

Older readers will recall, probably with

the utmost affection, the

Ladies, now
Western

defunct, which included

towns such as Shrewsbury and Falmouth. Lady Macbeth, This sinister character was
Perhaps because a greater proportion of ultimately classified officially as a Saint

the <ieat old lady type of passenger as were all the original 2-cylinder 4-6-0s
except one An d
although the company
was such a stickler for

standardisation
it

a later Lady
not one of its Ladies

managed to acquire
was

1 refer to the little 2-4 "

tai i k Lady Margarett

which came from the
Liskeard and Loo<
Railway and was

itTheThe Greslev Pacific

White Knight" was painted
lined green in Its L.N.E.R.
day*. Photograph by H. C.

Casserlcy.

t
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allowed to
nameplates.

its dainty original possible in consequence to see together
three called respectively f Iateham, Pateham

that could have
nit-re amusement,

Less criticism could be levelled against and Mttcham
the L.N.W.R. Its vast and catholic range caused confusion,
of engine names was popularly supposed to
be kept in a certain "lucky bag' in thein

alongsidesecret recesses of Cre^< Works,
.mother bag containing numbers. As a was quite
locomotive was

were Boxhill and Bexhill. Twineham and
Wniehum, and Uckfield and C uckfield, if

thev had encountered together, as
though hardly

neanng
high priest would make simultaneous dips
rather on the lines of a Football Association
Cup Draw.
On the whole m^^^^^^

completion some except perhaps at the Works.
likely

Stroudley's successor, R. Billinton,

continued the same naming policy, adding

the system
was literally
lucky and it was
rare to encounter
an L.N.W.R.
engine badly
named. Perhaps
Serpent, Harpy
and Vulture, and
even Python, did

not make lor
affection, and
the standard
brass nameplates

had ample space
to have obviated
such disconcert-

ing brevities as The brief title "Watt"
Cook, Watt or

distinguished this L.N.W.R. 4-4-0 No. 2585. Photograph bv
H. Gordon Ttdcy,

\t unlock. Also,

it seemed unfortunate to preserve such to those already extant, and in more
names as Problem and Experiment when modern times it has been thought provoking
neither of the later engines so named were to see a King Arthur named The Red Knight
in any way problematic or experimental. but running about in decorous lined green,
Bin "All or Nothing" could well have been followed in wartime by black livery,

the motto of the end "Premier Line" and
while
shiny black still strikes me

Strangely enough, applying engine names
Prince in beautifully-lined on a large scale was only a comparatively

as 'being the modern feature with those constituents of

the L.N.E. R. that went in for it at all. Theirmost appropriately named engine of all I

ever saw, the depths were surely reached tally ot unsuitable titles is naturally much
early in the 1914-19 War when poor smaller than in the case of the other three
Dachshund ran about the land with red

lines can
groups, but passing be

the nameplates and the made to a few
word Bulldog inscribed abo%jr

e. Although among the more capable 4 -4 Us
The great designer William Stroudley ever used, the two North British Scott class

when in charge of the locomotive stock of named respectively Jingling Geordie and
the London, Brighton and South Coast Wandering Willie were D0t calculated to
Railway was so partial to giving his inspire confidence in non-railwayists seeing
engines place-names that I have seen him one of them at the head of their trains. But
referred to as Mr. Baedeker Stroudley. N,B. names were on the whole among the
No remote hamlet in Sussex or Surrey very best, and it is good to see many of them
seemed too small or insignificant to tend its perpetuated on modern Eastern and North
name to a Brighton engine, and appropriately Eastern Region Pacifies,

named units were kept working, so far as To leave the subject on a cheerful note.

it is amusing to learn that the secondpossible, in their correct neighbourhood
Out of 342 engines thus named by Stroudley, Gresley 2-6-2 No. ^I7<il, which was
there were often enough twenty pairs of officially named, is known to railwaymen far
different types whose names varied only by and wide as "Bantam Hen"—her named
one or two letters, and it could have been partner being Bantam Cock, now withdrawn.
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Among Mod
By "Spanner"

The n
Fig. I w
Macclesfi

Disc Brake

eat brake mechanism in

as desig 1 )v H Shllll

who used it in a d
Meccano mot chassis he entered for a

model-building com
r»

The brake mechanism is d to a
back formed a Bush Wheel 1.

Two Cranks, numbered 2 and 3 1-i IT 1.

are bolted to the Bush Wheel, and a

pa
fixed

freelv

in the boss of Crank 2 but
through the boss of the

Crank 3. A C 4, fit! with
is fi

a lu.lt,

at the outer end of the 1 h" Bolt.

A grub screw is screwed pa into the

boss of the k 3 d a Collar 5 is

grub
1 on to the projecting head of the

screw and is tened so th it is

in line with the boss.

The brake disc is i 60-tooth Gear, and
in the example shown it is free to turn
on a Rod held in the boss of tin- Hush
Wheel 1.

a front wheel brake, but if required th

This arrangement is suita

Fig. 2. This useful locking device for levers

on the same principle as the familiar tumbler
used for electric lights.

operates
switches

Gear can be h mi a Rod mou
freelv

Bush
in

W'h
the

1.ee

Crank 3 and the Collar 4, so that its

teeth just clear the 1
1* Bolt.

The brake cable is a length of wire

be-
tween the
boss of

The Gear is passed through Spring Cord. The end ol

the Spring Cord U fixed in the Collar 5,

and the wire is fastened to the bolt in

the Collar 4.

A Locking Device for Levers

Fig, 2 shows a neat and effective locking
arrangement to prevent a lever from
moving after it has been set. It is the
work of a New Zealand model-builder,

Mr. G. J. Binuie, of Waihi.
The supports for the lever are 2*

attached to the Trunnions by g" Bolts 1,

from the base
a Washer on

each of the bolts used to hold th» m in

trips

The Trunnions are

plate of the mechanism

place Two Fishplates 2 are pivoted on

5

Fig. 1. A powerful disc-type brake for a model vehicle

II was designed by R. M. Minshull, Macclesfield.

the Bolts 1, and g* Bolts 3 are fixed in tin

Fishplates by nuts. The Bolts 3 are

screwed into a Collar 4 and fix in it a
1* Rod.
A Collar and a Compression Spring are

placed on the 1* Hod. which is inserted

The
of the

in the boss of a Swivel Bearing 5
lever 6 is held in the

Sw iwe I bv tw<
t
spider
Bolts 7, which
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Part of an attractive display of built by B. W. Rowe to be seen In Newton Abbot station this summer.

serve also to limit the

lever. A Collar 8 is fi

i

on t bl-

and »
Bolts passed through the 2" Strips

»wed into the Collar pivot the lever

on its supports, A Rod and Strip

ed on a bolt ed into a

can be used to connect the lever

to the mechanism it controls.

Four Movement Gear-Box

Mr, F. Richardson, Surbiton, Surrey,

sent me some time ago details ol" the

exceptionally compact four movement
gear-box seen in Fig. 3. It was designed
for use in model cranes. The gear-box
housing is formed by two 2| x 1£*

Flanged Plates connect*-*! at each end
by two
are bolted over

Further 1

slotted holes

the flanges of the Plates, to provide
bearings for two Rods 1 and 2. Each
<>f these Rods carries two Worm
Gears marked 3 and 4, and a 1

Gear 5 Rod 1 is the input shaft.

Rod 6 i^ one of the four output
shafts, and it carries a £* Pinion and
a Collar. Bv sliding the shaft th<

Pinion can be meshed with one of

the Worm Gears on Rod 1 or with the

corresponding Worm Gear on Rot! 2,

Neutral is obtained when the Pinion

is between the Worm Gears.

"M.M" Display at Newton Abbot

Railway officials and railway enthusiasts

of all ages are showing keen interest in a
small exhibition alongside Messrs. Wymans

lx>okstalI at Xewton Abliot railway station,

Devon, Its chief feature is the endid
Meccano model of the famous Great
Western Railway locomotive City of Truro
built bv Mr. Brian W. Rowe, the manager
of the bookstall, winch is $< -en in the
picture at the head >! the

display includes many other
built Mr Rowe, and the original

colour drawings of a number of attractive
.1/ M covers,

Fig. 3. A compact four movement gear-box suitable

for use in a model crane. A modified form of this

gear-box is used in the "Model of the Month" Towei
Crane featured in this issue.
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MODEL

Tower

Crane

K(«i I \ K readers
February

the Editor mentioned in his special article

on tower crane

would make
Meccano model.

article

France,
under licence in (ireat

bridge Equipment
latest "Model of the Month

is based on

Fig, 1. General view
of the splendid tower
crane that forms the
subject of our "ModeJ

of the Month."

and pic ture
of these ingem

the

o
i:

<

this page.
ower cranes

construction
buildings, and thev are es

for

comparatively narrow space in which they
can

loads. An outstanding
towerfeature

which our model is based
^elf-erecting. The crane can he dismantled
easily for transport from i

and when rea c I )es working
the main hoisting winch is used to raise

the tower and to lift the jib into position

This can .Meccano
i

The model is operated by an E020{S)
Electric Motor, which drives a modified
iurm gear-box -described

month's "Among Model-builders.'

The four output shafts of the gear-box
are arranged
slewing

operate hoisting,

'ersing

travelling movement s,

trolley.

the movements
arranged neatly behind the gear-box.

controlled by levers

can obtain
instructions

writing now

i i 1 d i n g

Editor, enclosing
1. stamp for return postage. The main

Meccano agents Canada, Australia,
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Fig. 2. This picture, showing
the inside of the crane base,

reveals clearly the arrangement
of the drive to the travelling

wheels.

7

New Zealand, South
A frica, on. Italv

and the U.S. of
America are provided
with of thecopies
current "Model of the

Month'* Instructions,

and readers in those
countries can obtain
copies by writing to

the appropriate
agent, enclosing
suitable stamps for

po

Fig, 3. A close-up view
of the compact four-
movement gear*box,
which is used to control

the crane.

Fig. 4. This
view shows the

upper end of
the tower,
with the jib in

position, The
arrangement
of the trolley

can be seen
clearly.
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Summer Competition
Bird s and Beasts

HK pictures on this page show models
of a kind that make a verv refreshing

Models

cha n from the usual run of model-
m a y be
built either

building ant I they are only two of the wide solid, that
- range of "Birds and Beasts" that can he i n thre
realistically, and very easily, represented dimensions,
by a few Meccano

It is real Iv

building up simple

in the flat,

Of this kind,

and just the right pastime to while away
a few hours indoors in wet weather. We
have therefore chosen "Birds and Beasts'

4

designing and the parts used ma\

u a nq
Competitors
submit

as the subjects for our novel Summertime more models
etilion, full <h -tails of which were provided
announced in the June M,M. Tin- the entries are sent

Contest closes for entries on 31st August l n

next, so if you have not yet sent in your envelope
entry there is still time
for vou to do so will be

In order to take part into two Sections

:

in the Competition
competitors should
make models of anv
I > i rd beasts, fish or ;Jlst August next

be of any type or

the s a m

•

The Competition
di vjc led

A , for mo C

builders under
12 years of age on

other creatures they
like and then obtain

sketches
Neither photographs

drawing:

work

.

and B, for those
who will be 12 or

photographs, or over on that
(ailing that, make good date.

This life-like

another
suitable

stork Is

example of a
for this

Competition.

them.

need be

The following set of prizes will he awarded
in each Section. First, Cheque for £4/4/-;
Second, Cheque for £2/2/-; Third, Cheque

competitor's own for £\f\/-. Ten Prizes, each of 10/- and
Ten Prizes each of 5/-.

Each competitor must write his age (as it

will be on the 31st August next) name and
full address on the back of each photograph
or drawing in, and entries must be

An outline model of a giraffe suitable for entry in the

"Birds and Beasts" Competition announced on this page.

ad iressed to "Birds and Beasts Model-
Build in g ( Vim petition

, Meccano 1 united,

Binns Road, Liverpool 13

Now don't forget! The Competition doses
for entries on 31st August so you should set

to work as soon as possible on building your
model and preparing your entry.

Prize-winners will be notified by post as
soon as possible after the closing date of
the Competition, It should be noted that
prize-winning entries become the property
of Meccano Limited and are not returnable.

Unsuccessful entries will be returned when
the judging is completed, provided the
senders include with their entries stamped
addressed envelopes of suitable size.

i

\

K
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Branch News

THE SECRETARY
JEWS FROM AFAR

Soiji months ago I mentioned ben* two thriving

Meccano Clubs In India. Since tin n I ha v. been

delighted to receive news of a very successful Meccano
i hib that has been established in the Government

of Northerna very remote part

leadership of Mr. N R* Shavt
College at Kern, in

Rhodesia, tinder the
one of the Masters.

Mr. Shave tells me thai an excellent standard of

Meccano mode I -building has been attained already,

and that the students list* Meccano for part of their

Science course—in this school boys arc prepared for

their School Certificate. The phot'^r *ph below show*;

the Club members with some of their first models,

and since it was taken the Club has staged an

{exhibition for the benefit of visitors to the School

Vr'm Distribution.

PROPOSED MECCANO CLUB

Madras (India)—Secretary: Mr. A, P. Vasudt-van,

l Bnrkilt Road, Thyagaraya Xagar, Madras 17, India,

CLUB NOTES
Consei r asv District Y.MX.A. MX.—The Meccano

blocksetting crane and tin mode! threshing machine
The Club will shortly move intohave been completed,

for whichnew quarters, for which an entirely new gang*

layout—with an cud-to*<-ntI run of 3n ft—is bein

planned. The layout will represent an Industrie

area, and will incorporate the existing model colliery.

a model coal carbonisation plant, steelworks, and a

dockside. Club roll: 21, Serrciary: T. H. Porter,

:*8 Backstonr Road
r

Bridgchill, Coa&ett,
Co, Durham,

St* Thomas and
1 1

1
9 1 r i r t (Exeter)

M , C.— Mon members
have 1 en enrolled, and
attendances are well
maintained. Good
progress is being made
at M odd -bui Id in J-

meetings. Club roll: 20*
ry: E„ Milton,

Beaufort Road,
Thomas, Exeter*

[ l e K

BRANCH NEWS
Siolkpokt-on-Severn—Good progress has been

made in constructing a permanent layout. The base

board has been painted, its surface coated with sawdust
and the latter then paint I green. Everything is now
ready for laying the new track. Secretary: R. fl. Drew
87 Brind ley Street, Stourport-on Severn

Mile End (Portsmouth}—The Exhibition held in

conjunction with the associated M.C was a great
success. Work has begun on completely reorganising

the Branch layout. A large sheet of beaver board h
being purchased, and this will be set up on 6 in. wooden
blocks to provide a basis for a two-level layout. An
interesting talk was given by Mr. P. Leggatt on his visit

to jersey. Secretary: Mr. A. J. Nicholson, 213 Sultan
Road. Buckland, Portsmouth,
KswroKT C„ of E, Jukiok Boys* School (Lo.Wj

Tram running is carried ont to i timetable, am! includes

passenger trains, coal, limber and Other freight traffic,

and construction trains run in connection with layout

extensions in progress. A Branch magazine has been
Started. Sfcrrfarv: P. Keetey, Newport C. of E. Junior
Boys' School, West Street, Newport, Isle of Wight,

AUSTRALIA
St. Ki-.vis's College (East Malvern)—At one

meeting the Ch airmail jave *\ talk on Sew South W&b-*
Am\ Queensland State Railways, and on another
occasion a member gave a r< port on "Puffing Billy's"*

56th birthday celebration, which he and two other
members attended. The Branch exhibited a layout at

this event. The Chairman has also given an interesting

talk on railway coach building, during which he used a

model of an L.M.S. corridor composite coach to illustrate

his description. Secretory: Mr. M. A. Saunders, fi Ash
Grove, Kast Malvern S.E.5, Victoria, Australia,

17

St.

M t>N
(Portsmouth) M.t

,

A recent Optn Night,
prior to a three day
Exhibition, was v* i

successful* and brought
excellent offers of gifts

uid services for the
New members

were enrolled during
the Exhibition. A
Dinky Toys Club is to
be formed, and hand*
pain led showcards
announcing this were
displayed at the Ex-
hibition, A forthcoming
Mock Trial wis also

advertised , Sitretury:
Mr. A* [ Xirholson.
213 Sultan Road,
Buckland, Portsmouth.

Officials and members of the Meccano Club recently formed at the Government College,

Keffi (via Gudi) Benue Province, Nigeria. The Leader, Mr. N. R> Shave, is seated in the
centre of the front row and immediately on his left is Marcus, the Secretary. In ilu

foreground is a fine array of some of the Club's first Meccano models,
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The up and the down
track on this Hornby-
Dublo layout each
includes a T,P,0.
lineside apparatus.
Both standards have
* Mail Bag hanging
ready to be picked up
by the respective

mail trains.

RAILWAY
COMPANY

Mor Matters
By the Secretary

GOOD many of the letters you have their heads inside their cab until the
written me about the Hornby-Dublo apparatus has been passed.

T.P.O. Mail Van Set must have travelled The second of these signs takes the form
in the very type of vehicle that you write of a "chess-board" boldly coloured in black
about! Incidentally, some of you may not and yellow 9 in. squares, and to show you
know that real T.P.O. Vans have on their what this looks like in iature I have
sides a posting slot for letters, which fall arranged the scene shown in the lower
into a kind of letter cage inside. So you can picture on the opposite page. The real

actually post a letter on the platform before boards are usually 3 ft. square and are set

a mail train leaves, or while it is standing at up so that the top edge is 6 ft. from rail

an intermediate stop, But don't forget that level. If made strictly to scale in 00 Gauge
such letters require an extra Jd. stamp. a board of this kind would be rather small
Letters posted in this way receive a T.P.O. and would not show up well; so I have
postmark, which is interesting in itself. taken some liberties with the dimensions.

If vou look at the Hornbv-Dublo T.P.O.
-

It is not difficult to make up a simple
Mail Van you will see a representation of board by drawing out the design on white
this letter box slot on its near side, just card, or by painting up a board made of

below the Royal monogram.
sure that almost all of you have noticed
this pleasing little detail,

Lineside signs to remind the train crew
of the approach of T.P.O. apparatus have

But I am suitable thin wood. If you make the whole
surface vellow first, the black squares can

been m my corres

There are two d i fferen 1 1ypes , One provides

be added fairh easily with Indian Ink
and a pen. This is a lot easier than trying

to paint a ninnl>er of small squares.

should really be placed
distance awav from lineside

The a
greater away

a mark to tell the apparatus man on the apparatus than I have been able to show
T.P.O, where to put out his net in order to in the illustration, so remember this when
pick up mail from the lineside standard. fixing up such boards on your own layout.

The other warns the footplate men to keep To look well it should be at least
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a rail length in front of the apparatus. the Sv button firmly down when the

"How are the boards seen at night time?" train approa* hes the apparatus, and
you may say, "when most of the T.P.O.s the T.P.O. does the rest

run?" Well, the answer is that thev are A point that I have to emphasize once

spot-lighted when the apparatus is to ni. re is that the supply for working the

T.P.O. must t>e quite separate from thatbe used.
used fo r t ra 1 1

1

driving purposes.
a n v

the
This means
t r,i i n on
railway, not
merely the

The engine and stock
of the recently-
Introduced EDC16
Train Set make their

along the main
line on this layout.

This is a useful train

with which the
development of the
system can be started.

mail train in

whu h the T.P.O.
is included. I

mention this
because some of

you appear to

As the net of the Bornby- 1 .Hi bio T.P.O. has- bi-en a little confused on this point.

operates just as the vehicle approaches the There is no reason at all why you should

apparatus, there is not really much point in not have more than one set of lint side

providing a sign of the type used in full size apparatus on the one railway and I have
practice for the information of the T.P.O.
apparatus man. In any case he has his own

already given you
such installations

some drtaili regarding
The picture that heads

method of fixing his location. A si una! box the opposite page shows the up and down
perhaps, the chaise in sound when passing main line on a lavout, each equipped with

under a bridge, gives hi in the clue, >md then T.P.O. apparatus,

after a well-counted number of rail joints

beyond he swings out the off-going pouches
and down goes the net!

Now, just to end with this month, 1 am
able to show you above how attractive the
components of the simple EDG16 Goods

The "apparatus man" in Hornby- 1 Hiblo Train Set look when they are in use—an

is spared this trouble. He presses engine, two open wagons and a Brake Van

The Ba
despatche
from the train

has just landed,
and the net is

ready for that

to be picked up.

The chess-
board warning
notice as
described in
this article is

prominent by
the lineside.
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Termina Th rou Layout

HE layout above was developed for train leaving either of the platforms, after

the use of a Horn by-Du bio enthusiast

by a Meccano -dealer, H. G, Cramer Ltd.

making whatever main line journey is laid

down for it in the working arrangements.

of Watford, who supplied the original to return to the station and come to rest

diagram from which the illustration has alongside the main platform.

Next to the Uncoupling Kail at the right

hand of the platform road is an Isolating
been prepared. It is felt that it will appeal

to readers who are looking f°r a novel

system providing great variety in running Rail, followed by a short length of track

and railwavlike handling Of traltic. li has h inning what we have sometimes tailed
_ i m _h .^h. -m. w _

limitations, of course, as all layouts

but within the space required.

a Buffer Stop section. This arrangement
allows the train to arrive, the engine to

4 ft* it includes manv features that be uncoupled and moved clear of the

make it particularly attractive. train to stand in the Hutfer Stop section.

The main line is a continuous single which is then switched out.

track, but the loop line that is formed at

the passing station allows up and down
traific to be worked, one train waiting in

\n 0-6-2 Tank comes from the
which also forms a separate isolating

section beyond the Left Hand Points at

the crossing loop while the other train the platform end, where there is just room
passes through on the main line,

tor convenience in operating, all the

Points except those serving the main
station sidings and one of the platform

for it. This engine can work the train

if it isaway or,

main line run,

i red for a further

it

re<
i
li

can draw the rain out

over the curved branch of these Points

roads are electrically operated. This gives and then on to the main line. The train

plenty- of scope for the remote control

that appeals so much to Hornby-Dublo
is then pushed back alongside the other

owners. The Uncoupling Rails are of the

where the Uncoupling Rail at

of this platform permits the
engine to be released from the train and

the engine
hand-operated type, but it would be of

considerable advantage to use electrically- return to its spur. Then
operated ones instead, at any rate for the has arrived previously can be turned round

three sh. iwn between the station platforms. the triangle, or backed out of the Station

Inside the main oval is a terminal round the left hand end of the main line

station. The tracks leading to the upper and so reach the Coaches waiting for it.

or main platform road form a triangular

layout in conjunction with a section Of Kails required; »2 EDAl, I EDAM, B LDAlJ,
one of the continuous loops at the left f EDBt 9 EDBU, I EDBXi, 8 EDBU, 3 edbS,

hand end of the layout, as you see it on
J^',1^^^^^^^Si^

this page. This makes it possible for a r>2, 6 Buffer Stops.
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Using Water Crane

EAL steam locomotives drink a lot of pipe provided, so that when the Crane

Hornby-Dublo locomotives arm is swung round the mouth of tin-

but we should have some pipe is just above the tank or tender tiller
water

don't need any
way of representing the Idling of their The Water Crane can stand at the

water tanks. So in Hornby-Dublo we platform end beyond the sloping ramp, as

you see it in the picture below,

^^g or you can have it up on the

platform itself if vou wish. Nice

have the Water Crane, an

attractive and useful little

item. It can be placed in

all sorts of different position

on the layout. but
s

a
isfavourite place for it

alongside any track that

can be as an
siding. Bett«r still.

the Turntable is in

use and there are several

off-going tracks from it,

could have Water
Cranes alongside so that

engines can draw their

supplies easily, whichever
road
standing on.

In use the Horn by- 1 m bio

Water Crane is extremely
realistic

happen to be

its upper

"How much longer arc you going to be?" might well be the question of

the station official on the dght as the enginemen took after the filling

of the tender tank of their "Duchess of Montrose."

arm is movable, jmt like

that of a real one. " So it can be turned to judgment is required of the "driver" in

bring the delivcn id the tender
t i

or

tank of the engine to be "watered/" This

allows the owner to follow in imagination

bringing the train to a stand so that the

is in the correct position forengine
"filling

i

the routine of th+

it is to "stick

it lev would sav

tlv

enginemen
the

whose job All

up.

this is make-believe, of course, but

I

I >a £ in a

leather delivery pipe

crane or column. To

tank,"
means the

of the real water

do this in Hombv-

then there is plenty o f t in miniature

railwaying.
* —

That indeed is one of the

things that mak< us

Many other
enjoy it so much

lineMde features are

Dublo really means cutting the full-length connected with water supplies in real

practice. Those
most easily
repro i need in
miniature by the
enthusiast himself
include storage
tanks, pump
houses and so on.

This is where the
struct ural
modeller, with his

wood or card
mgs has a

An out-of-course stop for water by "The Royal Scot," caught by the camera of

W. S. Garth. The engine is a "Duchess" 4-6-2.

chance to provide
ing really

effective.

an eye on
structures for
details.
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All

ange
Ft

home. This part of the move
of course was by the
boys as much more important
than the mere shifting of the

household effects.

Then came the first shock to
the miniature railway engineers.

The baseboard of the original

railway fitted the new room all

right, so well in fact that the
owners themselves couldn't
in! Things had to ( hang--

el

w i t h

An interesting corner on the Hornhy-Dublo layout of Peter and
Christopher Watson. The goods yard and engine ihed are prominent

a vengeance. A new baseboard,
following the walls of the room,
had to be made with an
operating space in the centre.

This was a wise decision.
Baseboards developed for one
site are rarely of much use

for another without a lot of

alteration, and it is really easier

to build afresh. Those interested

in baseboard details will probably
makinglike to know that in

the new one, well braced 2 in.

square timbers were placed at

HE familiar railway phrase at the head frequent intervals, supporting 6 in. match-
is not used here as an board battens spaced 5 in. gaps apart.of this

injunction,

page
but rather to indicate that

most miniature layouts do undergo changes
Then softt-iard was screwed to these

ens, the resulting structure being
in the course of their career. This is

understandable, because conditions or the
ideas of enthusia ts can alter, and the
development of a system is governed by
such things. Most of the layouts described

in the M.M. are known to have changed,

approximately 3 ft. wide.

efore track laying, etc. was

scrappy appearance
'done at a later

whole structure was
idea that avoids the

that can result if the

job is stage. The layout

almost as soon as their descriptions have includes a double track main line. There
appeared in these pages, some as the is in addition a high level section, which

result of ordinary extension, others by ends in a terminal station known as

having changes more or less thrust upon Ashbourne East, Access to this is provided

them. by means of a gradually rising approach
An example of the latter is the layout at 1 in 45, which does not occasion any

operated by Peter and Christopher Watson, difficulty with normal s

well •aipported the in terest and The main
encouragement of their father, Major Ashbourne

passing
Central and

station is known as

bv this i>

the control board from which movements
in the M.M. in October. on the layout are supervised. This station

1955. Since then a change of residence has one island and one ordinary platform,

F. E. Watson, R.E. This was described
and

to be made, the whole thing it being possible to loop trains namd the

uprooted so that the parts of the outside of the island platform in one
system could be transported to their new direction only. The loop really forms an
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A view of the high level terminal station and
road approach. Good use is made of Dinky

Toys on this layout.

extension track the

inner main line, crosses the outer

one by means of a Diamond Crossing

and plunges into a tunnel under "high
after changing

d
nd." It emerges

to join the outer main

j ust by a level

Immediately after this

platform loop is thrown off.

At the opposite end of the

crossing

the islanc

md carriage

shed, and the goods
that you can

pa The
the oppo

per picture on this

page shows the high level Ashbotmu
East, which, incidentally, is to be

rebuilt shortly—more change already!

As on the original system, sped
has en given lineside

effects with convincing results. The
is a we
the

eloped

man D v To\
syst

f

m for

chicles

ie line.possessed l>v the owners
Some of the miniature pavements
by the way, have been cut from odd
piece of lino—no doubt left over

fter the house remov
marked out to rer

Improvement
lineside buih
has been be

ha been made in the

^

in this

deed in others.

The picture below shows
that has under

and painted and Ceylon, by our friends, Allan, John, Peter

flagstones. and George. It was referred to previously

in the MM. in March of last year, and since

that time has been improved to give a

continuous circuit for long-distance trains

and an inner circuit incorporating an "S"
shaped reversing loop. In addition, another

track is taken off from the main line

so that the upl
pe and

some changes since

the earlier reference to it in the MM. and then passes up to the lugh level

Thi is the railway work in bi- section, on which a terminus with sidings

and ample facilities for

train working are
provided. The main line

at normal Jevel tunnels

under tins.

An interesting feature

is that the high-level

section is also connect*'

1

with the normal level

by road. So the upper
insection is not left

the air" so to speak, but
is made to fit into the

general scheme in a
realistic manner.

The present layout of four

enthusiast* in Colombo. The
lavottt now includes a raised

section, which adds to th<>

interest of working.
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BARGAIN DISCOUNT APPROVALS!
Try our BARGAIN DISCOUNT Q.E. APPROVALS! They're a "MUST" for the mat collector and there's

sure to be something you need. All the latest Q.E. issues and a hose of superior modern stamps in sets

and singles at moderate prices less a generous discount. Br, Colonials only or Br, Cols, and Foreign Mixed
available. Junior or Senior selections. We pay outward postage. Write today! Prompt attention*

THE BIRKDALE STAMP CO
104 Liverpool Rd., Southport, Lanes.

Postal Business Only
(NO CALLERS)

100 Different Stamps

Request i*l. upwards discount Approvals. British

Colon mU or Foreign. Wants lists welcomed.

Don't d<l;iv—write today, enclose 2id. stamp
for postage.

C. T. BUSH (MM),
53 Newlyn Way, Parkstcme, Poole, DORSET

SERIOUS COLLECTORS SHOULD SEND
POSTCARD FOR FIRST-CLASS APPROVAL
SELECTION STATING CHIEF INTERESTS.

H. B. LANG
BURNBANK — MAUCHLINE — AYRSHIRE

7 STAMPS from

GHANA
Send 24 d. postage.

BARGAIN 10 ISRAEL 13
CO.D. extra.

50 JAPAN 1/3

25 EGYPT 1/3

100 B. Co:s. 2/

200 B Coh. 4/6

G. P. KEEP WILLINGDON

50 CHINA
50 SPAIN If

25 PERSIA 1/5

lOOOAHdifl.lOf

EASTBOURNE

FR i
ANOTHER FINE NEW

ISSUE PACKET
1 r j • hiding Malta George Cross Commemorative,
nnv Sports showing Archery, and other new uid

recent issues with Flower, Ship, Locomotive, etc.

Offered QtTIT FREE to introduce our service

to new Coltectors. Just send 24<i for postage
and price list.

Write today to:

CAPT, H. CAMPBELL & CO. (Dept MM.I^
58 High Street, Watford, Herts.

110 DIFFERENT STAMPS FREE!
Foreign and Colonial including Pictorials, absolutely free

to applicants for my famous discount approvals, enclosing

2UL for postage.

H, BANKS, 62 AVONLEA ROAD, SALE, CHESHIRE

This scarce high

value u I it:: marina

depicting

St- George slay-

ing tha Dragon,

was issued in 1959 to coincide with the opening of the Festival of

Britain. At present it is catalogued at 5/* and is expected to rise

rn value rapidy, as it is now OBSOLETE, having been replaced

by the new Queen Elizabeth stamp. We will send this stamp to you
ABSOLUTELY FREE of charge, if you jug ask to SEE a selection of

our famous discount approvals. No need to buy anything but

please enclose 2 id, lor postage.

PHILATELIC SERVICES
(DEPT. M.M.32J. EASTRINGTON. BOOLE, YORKSHIRE

FREE
BRITISH TRANS-ANTARCTIC

EXPEDITION STAMP
and NINE Q.E. II Stamps.

This fine packet, containing one of the stain i- t . • be uswl
l>v thi BRITISH EXPEDITION to the frozen ivast«sof the

Pole, will In- given ABSOLUTELY FREE to all

coll- 1 tors asking to see mv 6d. in t - Discount Approvals.

M, THEOBALD (M.M. 71),
6 DELL CORNER, WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX

South

PKT.

IE.

WITH
DIFFERENCE

INCLUDING LATEST
STAMPS WHEN ISSUED

WITH QUALITY APPROVALS OR
PRICE 1/3 WITHOUT APPROVALS

Important: Applicant! mu t mwI 2 id* fur our Postage [Abroad (Sri,

extra). Adult collectors catered tor. Monthly selections a speciality.

IF von wish you may join "THE CODE STAMP CLUB 11 Sub. I -.

Approvals st*nt monthly* (Postal section. Established 1897).

WRIGHT'S STAMP SHOP (Canterbury ) Ltd.
(A/1.3), Canterbury, KENT

ff'hrtt replying to Advertisers, stamps for reply should he endowed if recanted.
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Stamp ectors
/

Corner
By F. E. Metcalfe

ANY OLD STAMPS?

IT is only natural that there should be forgeries and
fakes of items so valuable as some postage stamps.

Philatelists are not easily deceived by them, but ev
the most expert can be taken in occasionally. For
instance, the expert committee of the British Philatelic

Association recently asked thai they should be allowed
to re-examine a number of stamps to which fcltey had
previously granted • rtificates of authenticity, which

was another way of
saying that they now
thought that they had
erred,

It was the
society that not very
long ago bought up the
stock of facsimiles, to
gives these productions
an euphemistic
designation, that were
the clever work of one
Spent ti

f
who died about

two mon t hs ago. 1 terns

similar to these had been the bane of collectors for

th

sam* j

years, and without any doubt many of

"works of art
1

knowledgeable

Sperati
the collections of quite
who have not the

repose in
philatelists

slightest idea that their treasures are not genuine.

It should be remarked in passing that the Sperati
purchase made some trouble for the society that

effected it. Some of the trade members thought
that such things should be left severely alone,

thinking that the publicity that would result from
such a purchase would only fright* n of! collectors.

No doubt the best thing would have been for the
society to have opened a subscription list, and if t\v

sum necessary to buy the facsimiles could have been
obtained in this way, to have burned the lot. As it

was, what was believed to be Sperati's entire stock
was bought, collections were made ui and alter

each item had been marked false, they were sold to

members of certain societies and to the societies

themselves, for reference purposes.

Sperati is only one of many who have worked on
postage stamps, arid there are many kinds of fakes,

some of which are more dangerous than out and out
forgeries. For Instance, it may be that a rare stamp
has been printed on the same paper, and with the

same perforation, as a common one. What the faker
does then is to get a copy of the common stamp, fade

out the design, which can easily be done, and make a
printing of the rare stamp on the scrap of blank paper,
which is then of the right kind. Sperati was very
skilful at this kind of work;

It must not be thought either that only the older

stamps have been tampered with, though of course
these have naturally been the principal targets of

the fakers and forgers. Modern stamps too have
suffered. Consider, for example, the Grenada
li» - of the KG VI period. This exists in

number of different perforations, one of

which is rare. Stamps with this particular

perforation 12 are worth around £20,
whilst some of the stamp of same
design and colour can be bought
a! not much above face value.

What the fakers do is to get

hold of a copy of the latter,

cut off the perforations as

a

. i>

closely as possible, and just add the new ones. Stamps
treated in this way are a trifle smaller than normal, and
that is how they can be detected, But quite often
people with £20 to spend on a stamp are a bit casual
as to how they spend them and—well, not all the
Grenada 10/- Peri 12 stamps reposing in collections
are what they axe supposed
to be.

Shade variations in
stamps are very popular,
and are quite easy to fake
I remember some' time ago
that in one of the stamp
papers there was news of a
very good new shade of

the Grenada 3d. KG VI
Stamp then current. Later
copies were being offered at
several shillings each. A
collector who had bought
one sent it for me to see.

1

JThe frame was of a quite —
bright green, instead of the

*

usual olive-gr -n, th'- gum
was perfect, and in evi ry way the stamp appeared to

be right, with no sign of any tampering.
Actually it was too good to be true. I w*rote to

a friend and got him to send me a copy. On comparing
the Lwot I noted that there was an outstanding
difference in colour, and that more or less confirmed
my suspicions, A chemist got to work and was able
to tell me that the stamps were faked, and how this

had been done.
A more serious fake of the same character hadserious

to do with the Xyasaland £1 KG VI
first printings of the KG VI £1 val

bright,

Stamp* The
alues of Bermuda

and Let ward Islands were on a bright, almost crimson,
paper, but later printings were on a much duller
paper. When the Nyasaland £1 came out it was on
the dull red paper, and as far as is known there was

never more than one printing,

But one line day a collector
showed ui thisme a copy
latter stamp on bright crimson
paper,

I was suspicious from the
start, though 1 was told later

that this stamp had been given
a B.P.A. certificate of
authenticity, wrhich did not
convince me in the least, and in

the Commonwealth Catalogue
I stated more or less that 1

was suspicious. Now it has
been found that these bright
crimson stamps are fakes.

It was in view of all this that shades are listed

in the Commonwealth Catalogue only if the printing
to which they belong is known, and it can be checked
that the stamps of that particular printing are of
the same shade. This is an effective bar to shad

'e

written
taken

CAPr.'OF'COOV'llOPK

There is a lot more I would have liked to ha*
on the subject, but my space is about all

up. Perhaps i will return to it some other
but I must mention the greatest forgery of all,

which is known as the "Stock Exchange Forgery.**
In 1870 telegrams were the only means of getting

news out quick I v, and they were largely used for

->tock Exchange purp *cs. Once the stamps on the
forms had been cancelled, little notice was taken of

them* Years afterwards, in 189S f a dealer remarked
^ that there was something wrong about the

stamps, and In 1912 another dealer spotted
v the forgeries. Tlv whole affair then came

out. What had happened was that
some of the forms that should have
been destroyed were taken out and

doctored. Nothing could be done to

catch the forgers at that late date,
but it is thought that someone
got away with anything up

to £25,000 or £30flQQ.
V
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TO ALL APPLICANTS FOR OUR COLONIAL
APPROVALS ENCLOSING 2±4. STAMP

BARGAIN OFFER
FINE USED

(cat. 3/6) 1/6;

£1 (cat.

R. J. SMITH & SON
81 Redbreast Road, BOURNEMOUTH

50 PICTORIAL STAMPS
To all (iMiuine applicants for my urad British Colonial

Approvals enclosing 2Jd. stamp/ Ovrrscas
invited*

D. L. ARCHER (M) t 2 Litehfitld Way, Brozbourne, He rts

EXTREMELY POPULAR SO OFFERED AGAIN

100 FLAGS (FR
Printed in full colours, gummed and perforated

Just like stamps. Sheets of 100 different sent to a

asking to see a selection of Scamps on Approval.

Pleas* enclose 2£<L for postage. (Without
approvals. 9d.).

G, E. MOAT (Dept, MF),
133 BEEDELLAVENUE/WESTCLIFF. ESSEX

if Applications for approvals from Adult collectors

specially welcomed—comprehensive stock available.== (Dept A,), :===
61. BRITAIN. 1841 Id. Brown IMPERF. FREE
Following Ihe Vd BLACK and issued in 1841, these stamps are cat.

by Gibbons from If6d to E5> I wilt send ONE avofago copy clthis

VALUABLE stamp to each genuine applicant who sends 2|d for

approvals. No stamps sent abroad*

JOS* H. GAZE. 10 P MLiCO ROAD, CUTHEROE, Lanes

GHANA STAMPS

including fine 3d. Queen Elizabeth.

ALL pictorials. Send 2|4 stamp for approval*

priced from Jd, each.

G. C, Anson,
9 Squires Court, Finch ley, London N.3

BRITISH Colonial, Foreign Space-fillers, 15 a Id.

Pictorials. Comnwmora lives, Colonials, Foreign,

*<L, id,, Id. Postcard ^ cures hundreds approvals,

PILGRIM
25 Alton Road, Wallisdown, Bournemouth

FflEC G;B. Vict' eu and Edward scarce stamps
r H t C Send 2|d. stamp and ask to see our Colonial or

World-wide Approvals, Bumper Gift Packets to

purchasers of our stamps.
Bumper Gift

tell your parents.

I flPlf CTAUD M 50 CHURCH ROAD.
Luuit aifimr ou. f astwood bank, reoditch

FOR STAMP COLLECTORS

GIANT
IMPORTED
COLLECTION
includes UNITED NATIONS—First 2 scamps ever issued!

GERMANY -unique Allied Military Government joint

fesuc of U.S.A. and G.B. complete (6), POPE PIUS-
giant triangle, STALIN-LENIN- Death Stamp. ISRAEL

Stag. ETHIOPIA -unissued Red X. JUGOSLAVIA —
Red X issues complete (3). Dozens of other fascinating

and unusual items. A wonderful start for a new collector,

YOU'LL HAVE DAYS OF FUN JUST SORTING THIS
GIANT LOT. Grand Total 215 all different stamps from
ill over the world* Usual 5/- value for just 1/- to
introduce our Bargain Approvals, Satisfaction Guaranteed» * i

FREE! MIDGET EN CYCLOP/EDt A OF STAMPS.
SEND 1/- TODAY ASK FOR LOT MC21

486 OLD KENT ROADJ.0ND0NJ.EJ

free;

DIAMOND
TRIANGLE"
PACKET

I WO-COLOUR
ABSOLUTELY

$ Containing all the above wonderful
STAMPS, with ten other fine stamps
FREE. Just send *2Jd. postage and ask to sec- SPECIAL

"MERCURY APPROVALS."
PHILIP J. DYKE, 35 Buckleigh Avenue, London S.W.20

SPECIAL. TO ALL APPROVAL APPLICANTS THIS MONTH
FREE! KG VI SET (CAT. VAL. 4/-). 2J Postage

A. CUNNINGHAM (Dept. MM;. 36 Oeonicot Road. Ayr,

Modern Un sorted Lots on Paper all contain Pictorials and
new issues, Br. E in. 27/ - lb.^ lb., 1 4/-, 4oz. 7/6. Worldwide
22/- lb., J lb. ] I 6, 4 oc.6/& Gt. Britain fi. 61b.. A lb. 3/9.
Large Pict. Packets per 100 (all diff.i: U.S.A. 5 ,~Br. Em.
6/9, World 6/6, Latin America 6/9, Europe 6 6, Italy 6/9.

A,Davfes.M/7. 3 Manor Road, Wrox all, 1.0.W. Abd 1/ lb. ex.

PAKISTAN 1948 2 Rupee UNIVERSITY
This fine high-value stamp catalogued at 216

offered Absolutely Free to approval applicants I

enclosing postage. Yvlwontmor Stamps (DeoL M)
j

29 Lavton Avenue. Mansfield. Notts. =

FREE—STAMPS CATALOGUED Si-

te applicant* for id. approvals*
. 17 STONELEIOH PARK ROAD, EWELl

For oth*f Stamp Adiwtisements see also pages 362 and xviii
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Stamp 'P

INDIA

OIK kind fUnd Mr. E. K. Kooka. of Bombay,
has kindly sent a set of the new stamps of India,

i&sut-d to be in line with the new currency, to which
I referred last month. There are eleven values,

and they run from one naya oaise to seventy five.

All are of the same design, snowing a relief map of

India, and five of the values have been overprinted
in thr • different ways, for use of the International
Forces stationed at Gambodia, Laos and Viet Nam,
There are also a few
values for offi« ial use.

That is the bare bones
of tbtf story. But a lot

can be said about this

n- w issue. First of all the
stamp* were designed and
printed in India* From
arlistie arid technical
Standpoints, they are first

rate* India is to be
congratulated pei her new
stamps*

GEORGE CROSS ON STAMPS

Perhaps one of the most interesting sets that any of

the countries in the Commonwealth is likely to Issue

for a long time is the George Cross set of Malta, released

on 1 5th April to commemorate the 1 5th anniversary

of this award to that tough little island in the

errancan. This set of three stamps, values

„„„ 3d, and I/-, was only on sale for a week But
plenty were bought, as all concerned knew thai the

issue 'would have a short life, and I expect that many
readers will, already have a set.

The stamps were printed by the photogravur
process by the British firm of Harrison and Sons, who
do wonderful work in this respect* Yet 1 must say
t hat I much prefer line-engraved stamps, and I do hope

that our Colon tat will

Stick to the latter process

of printing for their

postage stamps. They
may cost a bit more, and
take longer to produce,
but they are then well

worth the difference.

This does not mean
that the Malta set will

not give satisfaction. It

will. The Silver Cross
printed on each value
is a novelty, but it

doesn't quite come off

and I have heard more
than one collector

that the stamps would
have been nice enough
without it*

OLD IRELAND
It is interesting to note

that Gibbons are following

the lead of the Commonwealth Catalogue, and the

next edition of their Part One will include all Irish

stamps, including those issued after our neighbour
left the Commonwealth, Why they ever took any
other course always surprised me, for to split the

stamps up so that they were in two different catalogues

made it very awkward for collectors,

STAMP BOOKLETS

More notice is being taken of booklets sold at

post offices
since one or
two with
itnperf. panes
have been
discovered.
It is under-
stand a b 1 *

that quit*' <

lot of st a tup
enthusiasts
are now
collecting
booklets,
American and
Canadian

collectors have always been keen on them
t and my own

postbaflj reflects the growing interest in them*
One letter raised a rather interesting point* On the

back pover of all British Post Office booklets, at the
bottom right hand corner, will be found the date and
year of issue. As is known by most collectors, our
2d. stamps came out in a lighter shade of brown, for

this is the value used for receipts, and it was found
that signatures did not show up well on the darker
colour. My correspondent bough r two 5/— booklets,
both with the date January 1057, and found the, 2d,
pane in one was of the light shade* and the other of the
dark brown. He wanted to know if he had dropped
on some thing scarce.

The answer is no, for whik there are apparently not
as many booklets with the light brown 2d. panes as

dark, there are still quite a few, and dealers an- asking
about an extra 1/- for them. Still, collectors like these

things, though I don't think much notice is

taken of the dates on the booklets.

SHADES
Most collectors of colonial stamps are very interested

in shade varieties. One collector showed me recently a
copy of the Nigeria 2d. that differed completely from the

one he had in his collection. He was indeed quite
excited j so wide
was the
difference in
colour .

Previously I had
taken the
matter up with
the C r o w n
Agents, who
seemed to know
verv littb bout
it, and
must be

there
many

collectors
similarly fogged,
So 111 explain
what I know.

Last year it was announced that Nigeria 2d, stamps
were changing colour, and the process of printing was
changing also* It later transpired that these stamps
were being printed in Belgium, by a British firm that

had a branch there. The stamps duly appeared in July
of last year, and proved to be of a purple-slate, although
it had" been announced that tin- colour would be
grey-blue. Recently letters have been arriving from
Nigeria with 2d, stamps that are dull slate in colour,

and it was one of these that had so intrigued my friend.

there have been two printings, and that
; two colours,

Evidently
explains th

THE MONTH'S TIP

The eleven Malayan States have separate sets of

stamps, up to 15. There have been numerous printings,

with some really outstanding shade varieties, and these

have made the group of stamps very popular.

Now these sets are being replaced, so quite a lot of

stamps will become obsolete. In consequence there is no
time to be lost in filling up the blanks. As these sets are

accepted as QE II issues, they will become more valuable

as time goes on. That is almost certain, so get cracking,
limmer or no summer. Nest winter will be too late.
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Assault on the Far South—[Continued from page 322}

International Geophysical Year endeavours in the
Far South will produce valuable facts about the

reaction of metals, machinery and instruments to
extreme cold. The result? VPefi, in use by the British

in the Antarctic now is an "automatic meteorological
mechanism that, dropped from a plane, rises on six

legs like an insect, opens itselff
records meteorological

data, transcribes it into International Morse Cod'

.

and transmits it by radio at 17 words a minute.n

No doubt with this 2004b. Grasshopper* as it i

called, in mind one authority has said, "Given
automation, atomic energy and cold-proof machinery
developed from experience gained in the Antarctic in

the International Geophysical War, uninhabited
mining towns might one day be built at key points
in the Far South.

1 *

It should also be noted that the Antarctic ha*
increasing strategical values. For one thing, th

of the Suez Canal and the Panama Canal
would see the Cape Horn rou betuv^n the Atlantic
and Pacific; come to the fore. This route could be
controlled from the Antarctic.

So what with new civil airlines across and airfields

in the Antarctic, tin* Far South
1

* strategical value,

and the peed to continue research there, it seems
certain that the < iid of the IntiTuational Geophysical
Year will see more, not fewer explorers and scientist?

in the frozen wastes of the Sixth Continent; in fact
the LILY, will usher in a new era in polar history.

should purchase thrtje of the 1956 works team cars

Waverley Station Scenes (Continual from page 3J5)

at times almost the same sort of snatch as the train

accel'-rahs that one experiences'']!! * bus. In the power
cars the throbbing of the engines below is of fcotiw
readily detected, but it is not rally disturbing,
having just about the same effect that one >rn-**s on
board skip- Stilt I am sure thai there is a futun
for these diesel car trains- As I write I have just

received news of th« use, for the first time, of one
of i he In tor-city die^.-ls for an -xciirsiou bit ween
Glasgow and North Berwick, via Waverbv.

These Intercity diesel services ar really a logical

development of the local services provided first in

i he West Riding of Yorkshire and then elsewhere by
lightweight twin -unit dji sel ear trains, tl is interesting
r note the small variations between the diffcrenl

types, but this no doubt is of J nefit to th >e spotters
who inclndf diesel trains iti their number-taking
activities. Further down the scale, a similar but
single-unit type of diesel car was introduced just

over 12 months ago by B.R. on the run betw* i n

Buckingham and Banbury, and a picture of this typ<

of vehicle appears on page 31*7 of this issue.

Road and Track—{Continued from page 33 f)

Murray's Ecurie Ecosse are not well represented in

the* record book* It was in December 1951 that

David Murray founded this Scottish team for Scottish
drivers, with a garage and workshops in Merchiston
Mews, Edinburgh, and engaged *'\Vjtkie

M
Wilkinson

to look after the XKl20*s.
The founder and team manager of Ecurie Keoese

\> not only one ai the most enthusiastic competitors
in the sport of motor-racing, and one of the best liked,

but a man with considerable racing experience himself*
He drove a 1} litre Maserati after the second World
War, and did not give up active participation in the

until a spectacular crash &t the tortuous
Niirburgring in 1952—after the formation of Ecurie
Ecosse—resulted in a promise to Mrs. David Murray
that he would not race again.

Since that first season of the blue jaguars with the
familiar white chevrons painted across their noses,

the Scottish team has steadily pained strength and
it was a great satisfaction to 46-year old David Murray
when the FlocJthart/Sanderson D-type won the 1

Le Mans 2*1 hour race.

It was typical of David Murray that, with the
green works Jaguars out of the running in 1957, be

with the object of
Car Championship
Jaguar in 1957.

participating in the World Sport-
events and showing the flag for

Easy Model-Bunding—{Continued from page 341)
m i

the

Triangular f I xible Plates connected by a Wheel
I %c 10, and it \s attached to a |* Reversed Augle
Bracket bolted to the side, he seat* is a Flat Trunnion
supported by a Stepped Bent Strip bolted to

back of the cab.
A 5f* Strip II is fixed to Angle Brackets bolted to

l he top of the body, and two Fishplate* 12 are fixed

to one side. "The Strips and the Fishplates support
two 4* Rods 13, which are held in place bv Spring
Clip*. A 2J*x l§* Flanged Plate 14 has two Trunnions
IS bolted to it, and the assembly is fr to slide on
the Rods l&
Two 124* Strips LB are connected to the Flanged

Plate 14 by Angle Brackets, and a l$*x£* Double
Angle Strip is bolted betv m the upper ends of
the Strips, The lifting platform is formed by two
21* xi" Double Angle Strips 17 extended by 2J*
Strips* and connected by further 2

J* Strips, Two
Double Brackets IH are free to slide over the Strips
16, The hoisting Cord is tied to a lfr

ff Rod mounted
in a Flat Trunnion and a k" Reversed Angle Bracket
bolted to the Flanged Plate 14. The Cord h passed
nver a 2* Rod 19 and is tied to the lifting platform.

Parts required to build the Side-Operating Fork
Lift Truck: 4 of No. I ; 8 of No, 2; 2 of No, 3; 8 of
No. 5; 4 of No, in; 2 of No. It; 8 of No. 12; 2 of

\0. 12* 2 of No. 15b; 2 of No. t«; I of No. 17; 2 of
No, 18a; 2 of No, 22; 1 of No, 24; 2 of No- 24a;
7 of No 85; 86 of No. 37a; »] .»f No. 37b; 3 of No.
38; 2 of No. 884; I of No. 40; | of No, 44; 1 ot

No. 48; R of No- 48a; 1 of No. 51; 1 of No. 52; 2 of

No. 54; 4 of No. 9l>a; 6 of No. Itlc; 2 of No. 125;
t of No. 128; 2 -if No, 126a; 1 of No. 155; 4 of No.
187; 2 of No. 188; 2 of No, 189; 4 of No, 190; 2 of

No. 191; 2 of No. 19'J; f of No. 198; 2 of No. 15J9;

2 of No, 200; I of No. 213; 2 of No. 214; 4 of No.
2 IS; 4 of No, 221.

Parts required to build the Mechanical Hammer:
1 of No. 2; 2 of No. 5; 2 of No. in; 2 of No. 12; 1 of

No. 17; 1 of No. |9s; 2 of No. 22; 4 of No, 35; 14

of No. 37a; 12 of No. 37b; 2 or No. Hrt; I of No, 52;
2 ol No. 11 le; 2 of No, 126,

RAILWAY CORRESPONDENCE AND
TRAVEL SOCIETY

We have been asked tn announce that the Honorary
Publications uflicer of this Society is now Mr. T. j\

Edginpton, 57 Heathfield Road, Kings Heath,
Birmingham 14. All reqm^ts for pubticati ons of th'

Society, and all enquiries in connection with Al

should therefore now be sent to him.
them,

THIS MONTH'S CONTENTS

Inside the Monkey Hole .

by the Editor
Assault on the Far South
by Frank HUngworth

Waverley Station Scenes .

by the Editor
Unloading Iron Ore
Island Joys
by Rol tnd Fry

Thunderbirds

* + -

. . 320

t r t r ;<23

•
!

*

by John W, R. Tayl r

Locomotive Misnomers § «

. . 329

. . 832

. . 347
by K. S. McNaught
Air N'« ws f 326. Club and Branch News, 855. Fireside

Fun, 367. From Our Rcadtrs, 335. Hornby Railway
Cnmpanv pages, 356-61. Junior Section pages, 339-346.
Meccano Competition. 354. Among the Model- Builders,

350. Model of the Month, 352, Railway Notes, 336.
Road and Track, 330. Stamp Collecting pages, 363,
365.
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Firesid

Fun

Two nun, noted for being
a little on the simple side,

were putting up a picture in

ir room* Suddenly one
noticed that his friend was
l h rowing the nails away
by tin- dozett.

"Whafs wrong with the

nails?'* he asked,

**1the heads are on the

wrong end so they are no use/*

was the r i lv.

"Don't be silly/' said the other,
l, Thev*re for the other side of th*

moi It

*

"No Sir! That's the smoke-box. The smoking
compartments are further back!'

1

Mother (proudly watching her

two vear old); ''He's hern walking

like that for almost a year**
1

Visitor: "Amaaung! Can't yon
make him sit down?"

Teacher: "Now, children, a man die-, and leaves

£lO f
UOU

f
one-tenth goes to his wife, one*lwHfth to an

uncle and the rest to be divided between *ix di on
relatives. What does each get?*

1

Johnny: MA lawyer/'

BRAIN TEASER
FIVE MINUTE CROSSWORD

Clues

•

J ark: "Cnrli
,

through a hole in

Uncle: **W«11,
Jack: i^n't

safer, Unete?"

that -hill ins you gave me slipped

my pttcket/
1

never mind. Here's another one/*

von thin I. half a crown would lie

*

Little Bobby had forgotion a schoolmate's birthday

and sat down to write a note of apology,

"I have no excuse for forgetting/' he wrote, Mand
it would serve me right H > *u forgot my birthday

next Wednesday/ 1

* •

Down
1. Sources of supply:
2. It's masculine in

French ; 3. A
professional t i I le;

4, A joint; 8. A
famous race; 9- A
geograph ic location.

Across

I. Gould be a slip;

SL Pronoun; 6. Sporting
title in brief; 7. They
do a lot of this in the
irtriy; 9. John's answer
in a well-known ballad;

ID* Scatter.

n 1 1
T

3 <•

k jfc

H
7 ^^^^^BIV

po n
* *

Explorer: "Once I was so hungry I had to eat

mv parrot/'

Jones: "What did it tast like?"

Explorer: •'Oh, like chicken, wild duck,

that parrot could imitate anything!"

* * m •

Village Bully; "II it wasn't Sunday, I'd stuff v>ur
collar down v ir throat/*

Wr-e Willie: "If it wasn't Sunday, I wouldn't be
wearing a collar/

1

•

Officer taking rifle inspection: "Take this man's
name, Sergeant! His rifle is filthy/

1

Sergeant: "Where would you be if a 'plane

dropped a hydrogen bomb now on this camp? And
you with a dirty rifle/

1

SOLUTIONS TO LAST MONTHS PUZZLES
Heads and Tails

To re-arrange the coins place a finger on each of tin

second and fourth coins of the bottom row (heads)

arid with one movement draw them from the bottom
row and move round to a position immediately abov>

the second and i .urth coins in the top row (tails). Then
without stopping but by firm pressure, push the second

and fourth columns down to allow the two heads to

take up their p« ft ilido in the top row. The effect of this

is to push the second and fourth coins in each row
into the row below.

• * *

What Name?

The name is MEXICO. On removing ME and CO
eleven (XI) remains.
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HIGHLIGHTS
OF LE MAN S

**

M *

1930 was an rxriting year at Le Mans*

In L928 and 1929 this famous 24 hour

to\w had been won by the famous BrntU fcys.

Could they, «*vr»ryon** uskod. bring n off

\nv I he I bird su(r.Ksi\»» year ? The major

threat wan the amazing Caraeciola in his

gigantic white Mercedes, Right from the

start Caraet-iola led, closely pursued by

his six Bentley opponents. Once Tim
liirkin's Bentley took the lead—'but not

for long, Caracciola booh took over the

lead again closely followed by another

Uenll\ driven by Sammy Davis, Kirst mm
Bent lev. then another drove the Mercedes

*

relentlessly on until finally at 2.30. on the

Sunday morning, after almost 10 hours of

Mereedescontinuous driving the

broke down under the strain, and

Caracciola retired from the race. So it

was that the Bent-leys brought off their

third successive win.

R 7H 114

SPECIAL

HOLIDAY

TTRACTIONS

C FECIAL Displays and Demonstrations of alt types
*3 of Models and Jtfechanical Toys. One Special feature

is the Tri-suig RADIO CONTROL CARGO SHIP
operating in a gigantic tank measuring 132 square feet,

THE New SCALEXTRIC CAR TRACK which brings
* all thm thrills of Goodwood and Silverstone into
your own home. 11 also being operated on large
electric tracks*

WATCH the intricate manoeuvring of the latest

ELECTRIC REMOTE CONTROL CAR, a VauxhalJ
Model by Wells Brimtoy Ltd. Other features include a
Special Tri-ang T.X Gauge Model Railway Layout, and
Other ,400" Rauge layouts. Giant Mod -Is of'the Britannia
and DC-7C Aircraft (by courtesy of B.O.A.L\) t and
Britain's widest range of Plastic Model Kits,

IN fact something for every boy
* Kites, Carving and
Aquaria and Talking Parrot, Conjuring, etc.

- Mechanical novelties.
Moulding Sets, Chemistry,

GAMAGES - HOLBORN - LONDON E.C.I. HOL 8484

BOOKS:
earhBritish Passenger or Freight Locos, .

.

Locomotives of 1LR. (L.Si.S. or S«R.)
British Loco, or Train Postcards, assorted jn-r | doa. 1/0

•w 1

1

H -

8 6

RAILWAY ACCESSORIES:
Station Staff Sets

Seated Passengers
Lin -side Workmen Set .

Imitation Coal or Granite

• .

* * 1 m

oo

2/6
2/6
2 6
9d.

1/9

3/9
5 3
6 6

9d.

t1d.

1 10

4 Arm Telegraph Poles, |«t £ daz.
Sj/Line Track Ballast, 6 ft. 3 in. long .

.

Bilteezi Card, Factory or Station
Bilteezi Card, Chapel or School 1 10

S/hand "0" Gauge Locos., 12 V, D,C and 20 \
r

. A.C.
Electric. State requirements.

Hostage extra Xew 'TO/' "TV or "0" Parts List 6d.
per post.

TYLDESLEY & H0LBR00K iM.E.T.A,
109 DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER

A CCURA TE

HARDHITTING

HI

y AIR RIFLES • ACCESSORIES
Write for catalogue WEBLEY A SCOn Ltd.

87 WEAMAN ST.. BIRMINGHAM 4, ENGLAND
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DON'T LET ACCIDENTS KEEP YOU OUT OF CAME
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Skysail—36 in. wing span glider
for tow launching 6/6
Easy to build and to fly. Grand perfor-

mance. All sheet parts die cut Supe r

Ascender—30 in. wing span, rubber
duration model, many new
features /11

FROM BRANCHES
MODEL SHOPS, OR

DEPT. 96

DE

-H- sticks
everything

PER TUBE

Keep.
tube

in the
home

Sole Manufacturers :

w, Stevenson & Orr Ltd., Belfasr

detail plans. Many exclusive features.

Champion— 36 in. wing span, free flight

power for -5, -75,

and 1 c.c. motors 18/6

M OKI O
-

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send 3d itamp for

LATEST

PRICE LIST
Booklets:

EXPERIMENTS
1/2.

FORMULAE' 1/f.

'HOME CHEMISTRY*
new edition 2, 4

i Post Fres)

DCri/ SCIENTIFIC OEPT. G ;. 60 HIGH ST.,DCV-IV STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON, N.16

*
LABEL

ThisscarceSIAMESE label

sent FRHE to all those

sent ling 3d. ami requesting

our MATCHBOX LABEL
APPROVALS

PICTURE CARDS
We offer complete sets in clean condition

50 Planes 2 6 50 Trains 2 6 50 Animals 2, 6
25 Birds 1, 9 50 Motors 2 6 50 rootbattels
25 Fishes 1 9 25 Coins 1.9 (1956) 2 6
25 Ships 19 25 Castles 2 25 Butterflies 1 9

100 different cards 2 10 post free

ALBUMS to hclil 200 cards 2 6 post free

+

!

+

Send 6d. for CATALOGUE of 1,200 different series

E.H.W. Ltd. (Dept, M),
12 SICILIAN AVENUE, LONDON W.C.I

1 r i 1-1 i * O I >i +
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Kill

Watch the score board figures
rolling round as the runs mount up!

Feel the excitement as the batsman
p repa res to re

Will
to

your
avoid

last

the

a googly

wicket be
"Follow

able
on"?

Buy the new game "Test Match 1
' and these and all the

other excitements of test match cricket will be yours.

5/0d
(including purchase tax)

From all Stationers, Stores, etc
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HELP
Meccano Magazines

Before 1940..

1940-1944 ..

1945-1949 ..

1950-1952 ..

1953-Date # •

each

9d.

6d.

9d.

it

p p

it

tt

Railway Magazines
1925-1939

1940-Date

Trains Illustrated

Volume I (No. 3)-Dec. 1955

1/6

i

M

issues

1956
each

RAILWAYS
RAILWAYWORLD
Model Railway Newsl AM ,ssues

M , , c . ' Uo1956
Model Engineers J6d\each

Model Railway Constructor

1/6 ti

1956 Date « * M

Buses Illustrated

1953 Date * 9 m 2/* ft

All issues to 1956

Railway Modellers
All issues to 1956
1957 issues

Cigarette Cards
100 Clean Mixed

9d. each

1/6 each

»i

• • 2/6

Write or Call:

LENS of SUTTON t

50 ROAD
SUTTON. SURREY

Please add a little for Postage
m

Shoot that Rabbit

with a

RIFLE

Wide range
Rifle

models
from

Pistol

£9/7/

SHOOTING
TIPS

1. Do not point a gun
—not even ifac anyone-

it is unloaded. 2. Ensure
clear before firing.

3. Aim by the sights, hold
your breath and squeeze the

trigger. 4. Always use Milbro
Caledonian Waisted Slugs and

Air Rifle Targets.

Send us your best target of six shots
with a Diana rifle, We will send
you your 'Marksman Badge/

Obtainable from gunsmiths, sports
dealers and ironmongers. Ask to see
our two Diana Air Pistols. If any
difficulty write direct to:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
New addition to

REX 00 WAGON RANGE
Bolster Wagon

Two Kits for 6s. Od. including postage
(not sold singly)

State wheel HD or BRM

Send for The ERG Catalogue, 1 $. 9d. including

postage, also Summer Bargain and TT Lists

ERG (Bournemouth) LTD
529 R0UMEUA LANE. BQSC0MBE, BOURNEMOUTH

^—

EAR LL ONTINENTS

MILLARD BROTHERS LTD.
Diana Works, Carfin, Lanarkshire

London Warehouse: 467 Caledonian Rood, N.7

T387*.

WITH H.A.C. SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
Noted for over 18 years for * *

S.W\ R« < < ivrrs and Kits of Quality.

Improved
One-Valve
Two-Valve

designs with Denco
Kit, Modi! WCM

Kit, Model "E"

coils:

* <i t fr »

* t- * * TV*

Price 25
Price 50

All kits complete with all components, accessories,

and full instructions* ordering call and
inspect a demonstration i> riv>r, or send stamped,

addressed envelope for descriptive catalogue*

"H.A-C," SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
Dcpt. M.M,., 11 Old Bond Street, London W.1
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Using your own negatives you can with

prints o

minutes,

required

-a-Snap

your favou

make
JOHNSON

few

or dark

d

£x2iin.
k

P You'll

PACK
ONLY

delighted with the wonderful results you

et. Why not start this fascinating hobby
TODAY. POST FREE

Send off the coupon below with a postal order for 3/6d. f

and you will get this super photographic kit, plus a FREE
BOOKLET on developing snaps, and a Johnson Outfits leaflet.

To: Johnsons of Hendon Ltd. (Dept. 14), Hendon Way, London N.W.4
Please send me by return of post the Pnnt-a-Snap Pack for 2£ x 3* in. or2ix2iin. negatives (ring

round size required ), plus the FREE BOOKLET on photographic printing and your Outfits leaflet.

NAM E
. . .

.

ADDRESS . .

{Block capitals please)

I enclose P.O. for 3/6d. (Made out to Johnsons of Htndon Ltd., and crossed '& Co.')

is

H
Read all about this exciting NEW
scale which enables you to build a
model railway in the absolute
minimum space! This up-to-the-
minute book gives a clear picture
of the possibilities of 3 mm. scale.

From Your Local Peco Stockist

or 2/- post paid.

// you arc not already a reader of the Railway
Modetier, Britain's Largest Model Railway
Magazine, ask for a Specimen Cop\ offered
free with every copy of 'TT Is Here" ordered

direct.

RAILWAY MODELLER
Pecoway, Station Rd., Ssaton, Devon

is to enrol for one of our

SIMPLIFIED POSTAL COURSES
Write now for FREE PROSPECTUS

SHORTLAND (1* Easy Lessons)

TYPEWRITING
(New Whole Sentence Method)

BOOK-KEEPING (The Practical Approach)
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
LANGUAGES (Modern Methods)

Individual Preparation for the following:

GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION
CIVIL SERVICE, LOCAL GOVERNMENT

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS.
TECHNICAL SUBJECTS: A complete range from
CIVIL ENGINEERING to WOODWORK DRAWING
Short Story Writing—Writing for Radio & T.V

Also Simplified Postal Courses for children for

GRAMMAR SCHOOL ENTRANCE
EXAMINATIONS

Mention the subjects in which you are interested
and age of child (if applicable) to

The Registrar

MERCER'S CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE
(Dept. FF15), 69 W.mpole Street. London W.1
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MuMnsBoys

200-202 REGENT STREET,
Our only address

Power-Driven WORLD WIDE

MOTOR CRUISER
COMPUTE

ONLY

RADIO RECEPTION
FOR THE AMATEUR RADIO ENTHUSIAST

TUNE IN WITH THE
VALVE SHORT WAVE

RECEIVER
MALVYN SINGLE

COMMUNICATION

This model builds into a realistic motor
cruiser by Thorneycroft from three
printed cards (in colour) supplied in

wrapper with easy - to - follow in-

structions. A few drops of methylated
spirit (unlit) are sufficient to drive the

mode} for 30 minutes or more. This
is a fascinatingly simple yet effective

model to build that will give hours of

pleasure. Easy to build* If ordered by

post, add 3d. for postage.

All-Dry Battery operated; Extremely low running costs:

Band Spread Tuning: Attractive Front Panel: Full

operating instructions included,
PRICE OF COMPLETE RECEIVER. 74/6 (Batteries and
Phones Extra). Post Free U.K. Money Back Guarantee.
Send 5.A.E. to actual Manufacturers for free Descriptive

Literature.

MALVYN ENGINEERING WORKS
Radio and Electronic Engineers

Hertford 2264 7 Currie Street, HERTFORDft/.

FOR PERFECT LUBRICATION
THE

"DERMIC
OILER

i

SPECIAL OFFER

If two cruisers ore ordered {total price

including postage f/9) o free Skylon

Micromodel will also be sent.

77 (H) Grosvenor Rd., London S.W.I

POST FREE

Manufactured by us specially for clean and accurate

lubrication. If you own a Model Railway or Meccano
Set the '•DERMIC will be invaluable. Packed in

carton with full instructions.

GET ONE FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER
Price List of our "00" Railway

6d. Post Free.
Accessories,

Portl Rd.,

B. PRODUCTIONS
Norwood. London S.E.25



RAILWAYS
abc BR. LOCOS

. 2 61. Western R.

2. Southern R. .,26
3. London Midland ft, 2 G

.264. Eastern R,

Combined Vol i • 10 6

abc LOCOSHED
BOOK 2 6

abc LT. RAILWAYS 2 6

abc BRITISH
ELECTRIC TRAINS 2 6

2 6

4 6

DIESEL
LOCOMOTIVES

T.I. SUMMER
ANNUAL

RAILWAYMEN'S
YEAR BOOK 5

WORLD'S SMALLEST
PUBLIC RAILWAY 2 6

NARROW GAUGE
ALBUM .. 25 -

THE MECCANO MAGAZINE

SHIPS
abc SEA & SHIPS.. 6 6

abc OCEAN
FREIGHTERS 2 6

abc COASTAL
PASSENGER SHIPS 2 6

COASTAL
CARGO SHIPS 2 6

STEAMERS OF THE
SOLENT 2 6

CLYDE STEAMERS 3 6

BRITISH CANALS 3 6

abc YACHTING * 2 e

* * *

FISHING
abc TROUT FISHING 2 6

AIRCRAFT
abc LONDON AIRPORT

abc R.A.F.

abc FLEET AIR ARM
» each 2 6

abc CIVIL AIRCRAFT
MARKINGS 2 6

abc BRITISH MILI-

TARY AIRCRAFT 3 -

abc CONTINENTAL
MILITARY
AIRCRAFT . 3

abc U.S. &

* *

3 6

CANADIAN
AIRCRAFT

abc ROCKETS &
SPACE TRAVEL 3

abc HELICOPTERS 1 6

abc AIRCRAFT OF
WORLD WAR I 2 6

XVII

ill

ROAD TRANSPORT

abc ROADS. . ..2 6

abc LT. BUSES ..26

abc MIDLAND
RED BUSES 2 6

abc RIBBLE BUSES 2 6

abc BRITISH CARS 2 6

abc AMERICAN
CARS 2 6

abc CONTINENTAL
CARS 2 6

*

abc SPORTS CARS

abc BUSES &

abc LORRIES &

SPOT THE NUMBER
PLATE

2 6

COACH E8 2 6

B.R.S. 2 6

*
.. 6d.

Locomotive Publications
33 KNOLLYS ROAD
LONDON S.W.16

ONDS
MODEL RAILWAY FITTINGS
Brass Solid Buffers Gauge 'W .»„.. i.

|
M

Wagon type > > . * 4M« h 4d. Sd. lOd,

Coach tvpt- . . . . f% 6(1. lOd. 1
-

Wagon Wheels
Disc type " 2 wheHs on axl* 8d. 2 3 4 -

Spoked tyt« a

tt (> 9d, 1 2 5

Coach Wheels
Disl typ+ 2 whtvlsoti axl'' 8d. 2 3 4

Coach Bogies 2 bogies 9 25 - 62 6

Wagon Axleguards *. set 4 1 9 1 4 4 -

3 Link Couplings , . pair 7d. 9d. 3 -

Wagon Bogies . . 2 bogles 9 35 MM

Loco Brass Funnoll .. Mid) 1 2 1 9 ^MV

Loco Brass Domes . . each 1 2 2

Loco Pop Safety Valves pair 6d. 6d.

Loco Brass Buffers

Round head . . . . ca< h 5d. 8d,

f)val held , . , . ,, 6d. tOd. —
Loco Tender Springs . . each 5d. lid.

Brake Pipes .. pair Sd. 8d. '
"

Handrail Knobs * dot. 3 3 6

All Prices J*lu> Packing *n<l Portage.

BUND'S Model Catalan . Price 2 -

Bond's Tcxl, Gear, Me.un Fitting* ami
Material C"atal<jgu«- .'...»#. Price I ^*

BOND
*

EUSTON ROAD LTD.
357 EUSTON ROAD, LONDON N.W.I
Est. 1887 "Phone: EUSton 5441-2

The FLUXITE way to Easy

o. 5, CLEANING SURFACE FOR REPAIR
Solder will not adhere to a dirty surface: so first of all

clean it bright with coarse emery and then smear on
FLUXITE with a piece of cloth or stick.

FLUXITE is the household word for a flux
that is famous throughout the world for its
absolute reliability. In factory, workshop and
in the home FLUXITE has become indispensable,
It has no equal. It has been the choice of
Government works, leading manufacturers,
engineers and mechanics for over 40 years*

Flujtite Limited, Bermondsey St., London S.E.I

GM.55.
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STAMP ADVERTISEMENTS (.see also pii&es 362 tin J

HANDY DUPLICATE

WALLET crammed with

ABSOLUTELY SUPER LARGE

PICTORIALS
This useful wallet will keep
your swaps and loose stamps
clean, tidy and uncreased. It's

full of EXCITING
PICTORIAL STAMPS from
all over the world. There's a
slightly different colleciion in

each wallet—and every stamp
is a BEAUTY.

Only !
..'"- when you ask to

a WORLD FAMOUS
BEN Approval Selection

it's the biggest shilling bargain

ever.

Avail yourself of this OUTSTANDING OFFER NOW. Write, enclosing 1/- and a 2£d. stamp, to

BIG BEN STAMPS, Dept. B.B.25, 487 Oxford St., London W,1
Please"tell your Parents you are sending for BIG BEN Approvals

10,000 STAMPS FREE!
FULL
WILL

OF
TO

THIS SENSATIONAL OFFER
ALL THOSE WHO REQUEST

DIAMOND
DESIGNS

DETAILS
BE SENT

APPROVALS (NO RUBBISH) AND FREE
AND TRIANGULAR "JUNGLE" PACKET,
INCLUDE BI-COLOURED BIRDS, SNAKE ATTACKING
RHINO, WITCH-DOCTOR AT WAR-DANCE, ETC.

PLEASE ENCLOSE 2£d POSTAGE

JOHN ROBERTS
2f OXFORD ROAD, COWLEY, OXFORD.

GENERAL CERTI

* (G.C.E.)

OF EDUCATION

The first stepping-stone to every successful career

and evidence of a good standard of education. Our

Home Study Course provides private and individual

tuition for this Examination.

Prospectus FREE from

E JYI. I. 1 NST I T U T ES I Dept. 1 97C London W.4. IC90

d

' I '

m*

f m

(post free)

cover
In this useful binder, illustrated above, copies of the Magazine are held in position by

specially designed wires fitted on stout and well-secured leather thongs,

is in maroon, with "MECCANO MAGAZINE" in gilt. Single copies can be inserted

as received.

For your binders Meccano Magazine,

\dosing postal orde

Btnns Road t
Liverp
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MAKE MODELS MEND MODELS

RawlplugFlas oodisof | Durofix is a strong, colour-
less adhesive that sticks

I

i

DRILL BRICK

enormous help In modell- l . . „., A , *

in* intricate shapes and
| fiK-

t
-i!S

r^ 1!2JStS?t ! ms o«a and apeedw using

l You'll drill brick, tile.

!

curves become easy. You
apply it like putty; when

i

J

thins with a practically i

invisible join. Being heat- ' * Rawlplu* Durium-tipped

dry it's wood— can be
J #% jg

proofand waterproof, Duro-

i

i

I

Drill. Can be used in hand

sawn, planed or polished, i crockery, china and glass, i

for repairing
, or s„ itaWe electric drills.

RAWLPLVG l.i

Tubes I / Ins fntm 2fJ

I

I

i

i

I

i

I

I

I

i

Bill FROM YOUR IRONMONGER OR HARDWARE STORE

THE RAWLPLUG COMPANY LIMITED LONDON S, W,7

SEE EARTH ELLITE ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES 99/6!!
if

SEE THE MOON AT CLOSE QUARTERS. EXAMINE THE IMMENSE
OBSERVMOUNTAIN RANGES, ETC.

NEBULAE. ETC
SATURN'S RINGS.

«

neaSpecification. 2 in. dia. Length 39 in. Mag, 53 x L

2809 x Area). Weight Approx. 2 lb. 2oz.

Standard Model 99/6, De-Luxe Model 147/6.

Both packed in strong Stowing Cylinder with Caps. Registered Postage
and Packing 10 6.

Altazimuth Portable Clamp Stands. Extra 37/6. P./P. 2/6.

Astro Kits. Self Adaptable Parts. "Do It Yourself.'* 63/-. P./P. 3/6.

High Power Eyepieces, 80 X. 28/ . P./P. 2/~. 106 X, 37/6. P./P 2/~.

Terrestrial Pancratic Telescopes 147 . P./P, 3/-. Caps & Sling 8 6.

Super Lightweight. 14oi._2 Draw. M ag. 25 X. 30X, 35X, 40X.

Full Particulars, Photographs 1/- set (returnable),Stam
Lists and Terms. Made to order.

AMAZING NEW OFFER

HOLMES, WILSON & CO. Scientific Instrument Makers

Dept. MM3. MARTINS BANK CHAMBERS, 33 BEDFORD ST.
NORTH SHIELDS. NORTHUMBERLAND.

COVENTRY TECHNICAL COLLEGE, Session 1957-58
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING * ** *

Applications invited for entry to next thr< year full-time

course commencing September 1957 from those requiring
d level in Electronic

SURPLUS STOCK

comprehensive training to an adv
Engineering, qualifying them for technical post* in radio,

r ]i 'communications, television and industrial electronics.

Syllabus will cover requirements of City & Guilds,

BriM.R.E. and I.E. E, examinations. Entry age 16orover.
Application fonnsand further information from Principal,

Coventry Technical College.

W* L. Chinn» Director of Education,

BUS ENTHUSIASTS
for details of the Omnibus Society, the Senior

Organisation. Meetings, visits, talks, magazine.
Hon. Secretary, Eros House, 111 Baker Street, London W.I

Medical Hypodermic Syringes. 2cc with two
needles. Ideal for delicate oiling, gluing, etc.

valuendividunly boxed. Approximate
£t / now 5/6 including postage

needles 6/- dozen.

Spare

WHETSTONE LUMIN ATIONS,
40 Stafford Street, Liverpool 3

Set Kits 15/8
With permaneni

detector. Loud
and clear reception. No batteries required, ideal for School

or College, Lightweight Headphones 16/4. All post Free.

W Buckle (Dept. MJ. 77 Horringer RcL, Bury St. Edmunds
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6

each

MODELS
ROVER
PEUGEOT

HUMMEL
Arcade, London W.I

LEARN PHOTOGRAPHY
THE PRACTICAL WAY

with our new course, which includes services of
skilled tutor for complete help and criticism of
prints, etc. Processing equipment supplied with
course if required. Fees from 15 per month.
Free Brochure from:

E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept 197K London W.4.

IC105(Associated with H.M.V.)

READERS SALES AND WANTS
SALES

All in good

One third off List Price, New Items: Minibrix Sets,
Parts, Mod*1

! Railway Accessories, track Parts, Build inu
Kits, etc, Stati r- piimiM rus, &AJS« for d» laik
Potter, S_(ireenhiM way, Faraham, Surrey.
Over I* y* -iirs* collection Railway Periodi

Public and Working Timetables, etc An in

condition, S.A.E. for details* T. WasseJl, 50 Applcton
Road, H Maion Chapel, Stockport

,

Two Meccano Standard Mt-chaiusnis, How to Use
Meccano Parts, Two different Instruction Books fur
( Outfits 4 7, Also other very interesting Meccano Pre-war
Lit ratlin . Oftristo—Andreas Konkoh , Budapest X III,
Katona J, ueta 28, Hungary,
Obsolete Dtolv\ Toys. s,A."K, for lists. Will exchange

for Mark 1in iupiipmeni, p. Vestey, Avtla, Worpfc-sdou,
Surrey.

MM!MV January 1942 December 1955, 7/6 per yetf
including postage.— P. IX Purvey. 1 Ttrnlett Cot taces
Stan ton, Sh i fn .d f Shropshin .

Trix 0-4-0 Tanker, Controller, Transformer, Oval Track
B ft. x 4 ft.

f £6/10 . -, o.ii.o, Johnsons Photographic
Printing Outfit, |<> -.— 16 Hunt Street, HoyLmd
Common, Uamstey.
"M.M.s" May 1954- December 1956, three

15 - lot. or separately. 2o "Amateur Photographers".
15/- lot, or separate, "Eagle Annuals", Nos. 2-5, 7/6
each* Pre war Meccano Aeroplane Constructor Outfit,
30/-,—Hani, 2 Mafkhatu Road, Wroughtori. Swindon.
Wilts.

309 "Eagles' iasr> 57. Cnodconditimi, ;*n -. Will a II

separateyears,—D. Cowley, 7:iChun h Road, Liverpool IS.
Stnatl collection of Stamps, early issues. Good value,

:m
:
;'-" Hoskins. 170 Boundaries Road, London &W.12.
Three Trix Coaches with Interior Lighting. Restaurant

Car, 1st, and Brake 3rd with Tail Light, litth used,
trix or HJD. Wheels, state which required, £2 5 .-
nldiiiu, 9 Laira Bridge Road. Plvmouth.
"%LM,s" July 1953 June 1956, condition eHSt-Mi ill,

ift 9 Many Books (Biggies, Annuals, etc.), list.

Cordon, 80 Argvll Street, Dunoon, Argyll.
"M M.s" 1947-51; flPr otfcal Motorist" Now

1954 January 1956; "Empire Youth Annual" 1 1947-56;
many Bird Magazines. Kvrrything third price, jTM^tag-

free*—Thome, m l.-miibuurna Mansions, London N.H

missm-'hi

«

Registered at the *, P.O.. London, for tran >nis&ion hv
( itnadwn \fagaznw Post.

EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICES:
LIVERPOOL 13, ENGLAND,

rams: "Meccano, Liverpool/*
Readers' Sale* and Wants* Private advertisements

Hue. not trade? are charged 2d. per word, minimum
a/-. Cash with order. Readers' advertisements an
published as soon as possible; inclusion in the first
issue after receiving them eaiutol be guaranteed.

Aflvi *rtisem<-nts of goods currently manufactured by
Meccano ltd, i-anrmt 1m- tureptrd.

SI "M.ftU" May 1950-Qctobcr 1054. four imping.
Good Condition. Offers*—J. Drew, (.range J ,rm,
Homiugtoft, Dereham, Norfolk.

jfetes Car in Fair Condition, 5 -; SJ X. Microscope,
very good condition. £3; Chemistry Set, 50 Chemicals,
£9/10/-, Send for list.—* . Abrey, 34 Rock Road,
Royston, Herts.

Eagles, Vol L No. I to Vol. 8. Xo. 11. Offere.
Lawson, Kenwood, Invi rne^.
Hornby 2<»v. Gauge Railway. Three Locos including

perfect mw! Scot and render, Sleeper Track, Sell or
ex< h.ingg Trix 00
in -Marsh.
Pathe

J* Hn'm\. HornsIcasoWp Moreton-

ee, ^ c
f

Ace Projector, home made Screen, £'A |o .

o.n.o. plus carriage. Cigarette Cards, Army Badges,
s,a,e« lists.—Staunton, 9 Derby Road, Cawraham,
Reading, Berks.
MM.MaSfl

1945 1 BS6, oomptete. Offers?
Gaddesdcn Ri»w, HnnH Hcnipst^ ad. n-rts

Maraod S,E^ Steam Engine* pcrfeei condition, £%
ur "M 1 ''•>-

I liomaSp "I..ih »htiI^
r

\ Wrat

I

iouttic Avenue.
Einsworth, Haul-,

Trix Operating Mineral Set t many * xtrii>, as new / io
(worth £15).—29 Open^iaw Road. Ijraduii S.K.2.

1,200 Stamp*, Catalogue; value p m ruanv Pictorials
I>m>> leaf Albimi. two other Albums, Book on Stamps
ItOOO Hinges, £3 \u c^r nearest offer. L. Biltclrffe,
HpnuI Oak I arm, Guiithwaite, Pen istone, Sheffield.

I'm) ft. Basse1 1 Lmvk* Brass and Steel I rack Doubli-
Junciiou and four other Points £15. Controller with
11! volt DX. and is volt A.t". outjuits £4. [. Parkin-.
67 Cardinal Avenue, Borchaui V\ .d, Herts.

Trix sf^ond haml '» 4 u lank. 37 6; 0-4-0 Tender
type. 39 fi; Straight-, Curves, I 6; Controller. I» 8;
old tyt^^ Power Points, 9 6; Hand. 4 «: Wagonsf 3 ;

Tri^ang Footbridge, 7 6: Station Set. 22 6; *-ic— S.A.I ,

details. Denny, $4 William
Nottingham.

Sin • t. Loiij Katon t

WANTS
i 'aw: stat«

I
»nc *

*

cy Toys Trains in good rendition, I

1

J. Molyrir ux f 16 The Drive, Bury.
"MLM. 1

' November 1924. (ovm, Advertising pagH
not i ssential* Ti^xt must be complete. Your price.

—

W. Manning, 1 Belgrave Close, Cheltu^ford.
Books of New Models. Prize Models, Book of Bngitiec-r

mg f Dredger Buckets, Flywheel^ instruction Bot'k>
Super Model Leaflets Xos. l*6a and I9a, Wry high firict

paid or would exchange oth« r Super Mode] Leaflets.
haw most Numbers. Replies to— H, Siuihim ids, 41 Hugh
Koad

f Sinethwick, Staflfs.

Wolsey Hall (est 18941 can
prepare yo = successfully by

?.t for all GX.K. exarnina
tions; Lond. Univ. pen re

and many other oxatnv
• rate fees, instalments,

27,oou successes since
1930, Prospectus from
C, 1). Parkek* M.A. r LL.D.

Dept, GK5,
WOLSEY HALL. OXFORD

«>4



ACCESSORY OUTFITS

Each Meccano complete or main Outfit can

be converted into the one next larger by the

addition of the appropriate Accessory Outfit,

matter with which main Outfit a boy

begins, he can build it up by degrees until he

e parts contained in the largest

No
t $. d

OOa converts No. OO into No. O • 4 6
Oa o 1 * 7
1a 1 2 . 8
2a 2 3 . 14
3a 3 .. 4 . 16 6
4 a •1 ,. s . l 2 11

5a 5 .. 6 . 18
6a 6 .. 7 .. 1 17 6
7a 7 „ 8 5
8a 8 „ 9 3 19 6
9a 9 .. to .. 21 10

(Price* inc/iide Purchase Tax)

MECCANO
OUTFIT

ARS

engineerin

ThfS Gears Outfit "B\ used in conjunction with a

mam Meccano Outfit, makes possible the building

ol a wide range of interesting median i- us d* '/en

through gears, as in real

machine-cut brass gears, steel

sprockets and Rod with Key-
way in the Outfit have been
selected as hav \g the widest
p* ble uses.

The various mechanisms.
Steering and reversing gears,

etc., described and illustrated

in the Instructions Book art

quite simple assemble md
to fit into models

Price inc. Tax) 15 6

: I

^***#«* 9

MADE IN ENGLAND
BY MECCANO LIMITED
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Masterpieces for collectors

during July

POUNDER
GUN

DINKY TOYS No. 697 25-POUNDER FIELD GUN SET

This excellent set, which will provide hours of fascinating play

consists of a 25-Pounder Field Gun (No. 686), a Finely detailed

miniature of a British Army medium artillery piece, a Trailer

(No. 687) and a Field Artillery Tractor with driver (No. 688)
These components can be coupled together so that they can be
moved as a unit to the position where the gun is to go into
action. Each piece is finished in service green and fitted w th

heavy-duty rubber tyres.

The overall length of set (coupled) is 8 in

U.K. PRICE (inc. cax) 8 9

M A IN ENGLA Y MECCANO L1M
.
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MODEL OF THE MONTH

TOWER ORMS

Illustrated in the July 1957 issue of the Meccano Magazine

Construction of the Wheeled Base

The main frame of the base consists of four channel girders . two
of which are formed by 9g"Jmgle Girders and 9|" Flat Girders and the other

two by 7-|" Angle Girders and 7jjj« Flat Girders, Hie channel girders are

connected by two V* x 1" Angle Brackets at each corner to form a rectangular

base structure 9 and two 94-" Angle Girders 1 are bolted across the structure,

with the joins braced by 1" Corner Brackets*

1Two channel girders 2, each made from two Sg* Angle Girders, are
lfixed between the Girders 1 and these support two gg« Angle Girders 5 9 The

1^-" Flanged Wheels of the base are fixed on 8" Rods mounted in Trunnions as

shown, and each Rod carries a 1" Sprocket • The Sprockets are connected
lengths of Ghain to f-" Sprockets on a Sgtf Rod carrying a lir?f Contrato 4. Bio

3^" Rod is supported in Trunnions bolted to the girders 2*

If" Angle Girder is bolted to each of the Girders 1 and supports
a li" Flat Girder 5* Two lA" Bolts are fixed by nuts in a 7fe* Circular Strip

6 9

and the Bolts are fixed by further nuts in the Flat Girders 5. The Circular
Strip is connected to the 9^* f channel girders and to the Girders 1 by four 1*

Reversed Angle Brackets

The base is extended at one end by two 4^w Angle Girders 6, which
are braced by 3" Strips connected to the main framo by Angle Brackets,

ails of the Crane Superstructure

The base of the superstructure consists of four channel girders, two
of which are 7^» Anglo Girders bolted together while the other two are made from

i
5:?J? Angle Girders • The channel girders are connected at their ends to make a

irectangular structure, and two §*•« Anglo Girders 7 are bolted across it*
i ithird 5f
w Anglo Girder 8 is bolted to Angle Brackets fixed to tho 7^" channel

girders.

lTwo 5f" Anglo Girders 9 on each side are connected at their upper
ends by a 4i" Angle Girder 10. Tho Girders 9 at the front are connocted to

the base framo by Anglo Brackets, and those at the roar are attached to Fishplat
ibolted to the Girdor 8. Tho structure is braced by 5g" Strips at the front

and the sido^̂*

Two 9^" Anglo Girders 11 are bolted together at thoir upper ends 9

and they are fLxed to the loading one of the Girders 7 so that one clear hole
remains between therru Each of the Girders 11 is braced by a 5^w Strip
connected to tho rear one of tho Girders 7 by an AnglD Bracket *

A Flanged Disc from a Ball Thrust Race is bolted to the Girders 7
f

and a Toothed Disc is fixed to the Girders 2 and 3» The sections of the Ball
Thrust Race are then assembled, with a 4^" Rod 12 passed through the

Collar is used to hold the components togother, and a ^ Pinion on tho Rod
is arranged to engage the Contrate 4

Four 1" x g" Anglo Brackets, one of which is seen at 13, are bolted
to the base of the superstructure, so that their lugs engage the lower face of
the Circular Strip* Those Angle Brackets serve to steady the superstructure
and relieve the Rod 12 of stresses when the crane is working 9
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/ Arrangement of tho Drivo and the Gear-Box

Two 3t?
n Strips ere bolted across tho roar pair of tho Girdors

housingand an EQ20(S) Electric Motor is fixed to thorn. The
consists of two 2h" x l£« Flanged Plates connected at each end by two Iff
"trips, with, further 1-|" Strips covering tho slotted holes in tho flangesS
of tho Plates, One end of tho gear-box is supported by two If* Strips
cited to one of the Girders 10, and the other ond is supported by two

1" x 1" Anglo Brackets attached to tho second one of tho Girders 10 and to
itwo ?SjVw strips bolted between tho Girders e

Tho Motor pulloy is connoctod by. a Driving Band to a ^ _

on a So*" Rod, which carries also two Worm Gears 14 and a 1" Gear 15* Tho

-^^™

Hod is mounted in the centre holes in tho flanges of one of tho Flange
Plates, and Gear 15 drives another 1" Gear on a 3" Rod mounted similarly
in the second Flanged Plate, The & Rod carries two Worm Gears 16. The
drive to each of tho output shafts is engaged by sliding the shaft so that
a £» diameter, h* face Pinion on it engages ono of tho Worm Gears, Whoa
the Pinion engages ono of tho Worms 14 forward drive is obtained, and by
moving the Pinion into mesh with one of tho Worms 16 tho direction of tho
drive is reversed, A neutral position is provided when tho Pinion is located
centrally between tho Worms 14 aid 16

*

The sliding movement of e ach of the gear-box output shafts is controlled
by a lever formed by a 2g* Strip* A bolt fixed in the Strip by a nut has its
located bct?*een' two Dollars on the corresponding output shaft. Tho two inner
levers are lock-nutted to the lugs of a Double Bracket bolted to a Sir" Flat
Girder fixed to tho Girders 10, and each outer lever is lock-nutted to an
Anglo Bracket attached to the Flat Girder* The lock-nutting must be carried
out tightly, to prevent the levers from moving too easily , It should be noted
that the standard Gajub Screws of the Pinions rnd tho Collars used in tho gear
box should be replaced by 7/64" Grub Screws

The drive to the travelling movement is taken from the output shaft
17, which is a 4" Rod that carries a ip diameter, §" face Pinion, The Pinion
engages a lf»* Contrato 18 on a vertical 4" Rod mounted in a g|" Strip attached
to 1« Triangular Plates bolted to tho Girders 10, Tho vertical Rod is connoctod
to the upper ond of Pod 12 by a Coupling,

-

Tho drive to tho slewing motion is taken from 4" Rod 19, which carries
a J-" diameter, -*r» face Pinion that moshos with a £" Pinion on a-3?t-Rod~30.
RodtSO is supported in the gear-box frame and in a 1" x 1" Angle Bracket bolted
to ono of tho Girders 10, A Worm Gear on Rod 20 drives a 50-tooth Gear on a
vortical 8" Rod fitted at its lower ond with a f" Sprocket, The 8" Rod is
mounted in ono of the channel girders of the superstructure and in a 1"
Triangular Plate attached to one of the Girders 10 by two Anglo Bracket s*

f« Sprocket is connoctod by Chain to tho Toothod Disc of tho Ball Thrus
Race, and Collars aro used to hold tho 8" Rod in position 4

The winding drum is formed by two 1" Pulleys on a 4" Rod 21. A 2k"
Driving Band is placed round ono of tho Pulleys, and a Collar 22 presses against
the Driving Band to form a brake when the Rod 21 is in its neutral position.
Collar 22 is fixod on a 2" Rod hold in a Coupling 23, which pivots on a l|
Bolt supported in Anglo Buckets bolted to ono of tho Girdors 10, and held in
one of the Angle Brackets by a nut, A Driving Band is passed round Coupling
33 and is stretched slightly and is attached to the superstructure. The Driving
Band forces the Collar 22 against the Driving Band round the 1" Pulley, but
movement of Rod 21 in either direction slides tho Pulloy clear of t ho Collar
and releases the brake 9

Traversing tho trolley along the jib is operated by a 5" Rod 24
fitted with a >fT diameter. !•» face Pinion 259 X

9

\

cover over the ge-r-box is provided by two sk» Angle Girders
leave a gap
Fl oxiblo

connected by six 3|" Strips, with two 1&* Strips
for the hoisting Cord, Ono side of the cover
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I

edged by two vortical 3" Strips, arid tho othor sido consists of two
-i- t ft w— *1 J.3" Strips and a 2g* x 3f« Floxiblo Pinto* Tho lower ends of tho 3« Strips

aro boltod to the Girders 10 3

Construction of tho Towor

l
Tho lower section of tho towor consists of two 12*" Strips 26 and

two 7ff Strips 27, connected by 2" Strips and 2f" x |" Double Angle Strip So

ma do-up strip 28, . formed by a 4§« Strip end a 2" Slotted Strip, is fixed
in position. The tower is extondod upward by two further sections, ^each
of which is fbrmod by four 12g-» Strips connected by 2" Strips and 2^ ! x ?r

,r

double Anglo Strips. At tho top, four 4^' Strips a re bolted in place and
their upper ends ore connected by li« Strips and !%« x h" Double Angle

** — & t*

Strips., Oho sides of the tower are braced by 3" Strips' as shown, and tho
front and the back ere br-ced by mado-up strips boltod to tho Double Angle
Strips. Each of the mado-up strips consists of a s|-u and a 2tx" Strip overlapped
throe holes*

&* i'^f

The towor pivots on a 3-|-lf Rod held by Collars in a 2^ x h* Double
^ ^

Anglo Strip boltod to. the front of tho superstructure,, In its vertical
position, the tower is fixed by bolts passed through the strips 28 into
Angle Brackets boltod to the front pair of Girders 9

1
Bearing 29 is bolted to one of the Strips 27 of the tower,

and a 1|« Rod is mounted in tho Channel Bearing. The Rod carries a 1« Pulley
30, and a Iff* Ountrato 31 that meshes with tho Pinion 25 when tho tower is fixod
in its vortical position*

Details of tho Jib and its Trolluy

Tho lower members of the jib aro two 18i« Angle Girders connected
at their ends by 2ff Strips , A !2f

T Strip and a 5#" Strip aro bolted to each
Girdor, and aro connoctod by a 1" Triangular Plato. Tho bolt joining tho
Triangular Plate to the 12-1-" Strip is lock-nutted, and supports also a 2%
x |» Double Angle Strip 32^ Bracing Strips aro addod as shown in Fig, 4

tz*

9

Tho jib pivots on a 3kft Rod 33 hold by Collars in a 2^" x i"
ublo i*ngle Strip boltod to the tower. In its working position, ^tho
is supported horizontally by an 8" Rod fixsd in a Coupling, which is

carriod by two 1" Rods mounted in tho lugs of a l|» x i
:
» Double Angle Strip

bolted to tho top of the tower. The 8'* Rod is passed through D:mblo Angle
Strip 32 and is thon fitted with a Collar 9

1.The trolley consists of two 3|« Strips connected by two Double
Brackets. The wheels are £» Flanged Wheels on 2" Rods, each of which carries
also a 1" loose Pulley 34

«

Tho pulley block is formed by two Flat Trunnions connoctod by nuts
on

jf»
Bolts, A 1" loose Pulley 35 is mounted on ono of tho Bolts, and tho

other supports a small. Loadod Hook »

Arrangement of tho Cords

of Cord is tied to tho innor ond of the trolley, is taken
over Rod 33 and is passed down inside tho tower. The Cord passes undor a
Rod 36, is wrapped twioo round Pulley 30, then is passed under Rod 36 again

is 3ed up tho towor* The Cord is takon over Rod 33 . round a 3i« Rod 37, ..w^v* w „2
at the end of tho jib, than is tied to a Driving Band looped round the
loading axle of tho trolley. The Driving Band is stretched slightly to
tension the

Tho hoisting Cord is tied to its drum, is passed through tho gear-box
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2

34
3

5

64
7A

8B

9B
9D
9F
10
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12
12A
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13A
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15B
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4
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3
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